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Abstract
We consider the ABF background underlying the η-deformed AdS5 × S5 sigma model. This back-
ground fails to satisfy the standard IIB supergravity equations which indicates that the corresponding 
sigma model is not Weyl invariant, i.e. does not define a critical string theory in the usual sense. We argue 
that the ABF background should still define a UV finite theory on a flat 2d world-sheet implying that the 
η-deformed model is scale invariant. This property follows from the formal relation via T-duality between 
the η-deformed model and the one defined by an exact type IIB supergravity solution that has 6 isometries 
albeit broken by a linear dilaton. We find that the ABF background satisfies candidate type IIB scale in-
variance conditions which for the R–R field strengths are of the second order in derivatives. Surprisingly, 
we also find that the ABF background obeys an interesting modification of the standard IIB supergravity 
equations that are first order in derivatives of R–R fields. These modified equations explicitly depend on 
Killing vectors of the ABF background and, although not universal, they imply the universal scale invari-
ance conditions. Moreover, we show that it is precisely the non-isometric dilaton of the T-dual solution that 
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G. Arutyunov et al. / Nuclear Physics B 903 (2016) 262–303 263leads, after T-duality, to modification of type II equations from their standard form. We conjecture that the 
modified equations should follow from κ-symmetry of the η-deformed model. All our observations apply 
also to η-deformations of AdS3 × S3 × T 4and AdS2 × S2 × T 6models.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
The study of integrable deformations of the AdS5 × S5 superstring sigma model is an im-
portant direction in the search for new solvable examples of AdS/CFT duality. An interesting 
one-parameter integrable generalisation of the classical AdS5 × S5 Green–Schwarz action re-
lated to the quantum deformation of the underlying supergroup symmetry was found in [1]. Just 
from the construction of this “η-model” (based on a particular current–current deformation of 
the supercoset action [2] generalising the bosonic model of [3]) there is no a priori reason why it 
should define a scale invariant (UV finite) 2d theory and, moreover, why it should preserve the 
conformal (Weyl) invariance and hence still correspond to a consistent superstring theory as the 
undeformed AdS5 × S5 model does.3
The only indication in this direction is that the η-model action, like the original AdS5 × S5
action, is invariant under a version of fermionic κ-symmetry [1], which reduces the number of 
fermions by half. However, the usual claim that κ-symmetry implies the corresponding action 
can be interpreted as that of a GS superstring propagating in a background that is a consistent 
type II supergravity solution (and hence defines a consistent critical superstring theory) assumes 
that the κ-symmetry is of the standard GS “projector” form [5]. This is most probably not the 
case for the η-model at higher orders in fermions. Indeed, it was found in [6,7] that the target 
space background corresponding to the η-model action [1], interpreted as a GS action, does not 
represent a type IIB supergravity solution.
Starting with the GS Lagrangian written in superspace form (ZM = (xm, θα))
L = (√hhabErMEsNηrs − abBMN)∂aZM∂bZN , (1.1)
one can solve the standard type II superspace constraints and Bianchi identities for E(Z), B(Z)
(which imply the supergravity equations) in order to express the GS action in terms of component 
fields. One then observes that the dilaton φ (which is part of the dilaton superfield 	(Z) that 
is introduced in the process of solving the constraints) enters the world-sheet action (i) in the 
combination F = eφF with the R–R field strengths starting at order θ2 and (ii) via derivatives 
∂mφ starting at order θ4 (see [8] and the references therein). This action has classical Weyl 
invariance and κ-symmetry, which will be broken, in general, by quantum corrections. As for 
the bosonic string [9], to cancel the 2d stress tensor trace anomaly requires adding the familiar 
1-loop dilaton counterterm ∼ ∫ d2z√hR(2)	(Z) (see [10,11] and the references therein).4
The case relevant to our discussion below is a special isometric type II solution for which the 
metric Gmn, B-field Bmn and R–R fields Fm1...mn are invariant while φ is linear in the isometric 
3 This is in contrast, e.g., to the integrable deformation [4] based on TsT duality transformations, which preserve 
conformality. In particular, the TsT deformed background is a solution of type IIB supergravity.
4 This additional term is certainly required to reproduce the standard 1-loop Weyl-invariance conditions for the G and 
B-field couplings or supergravity equations in NS–NS sector. This term should also be required to cancel the quantum 
anomaly of κ-symmetry.
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2d derivatives and can thus be T-dualised. As we shall see, in this case the T-dual model will be 
scale invariant but may not be Weyl invariant (one may not be able to cancel the Weyl anomaly 
by a local counterterm), i.e. may not correspond to a type II supergravity solution.
The ABF background [6,7] includes the 10d metric G, the B-field and the R–R fields Fn
(n = 1, 3, 5) that are extracted from the quadratic fermionic part of the action of [1] put into the 
usual GS form,
A= −T
∫
d2z
[ 1
2
(ηabGmn − abBmn)∂axm∂bxn
+ iθ¯
mDθ ∂xm + θ¯
m F · 
 
nθ ∂xm∂xn + . . .
]
. (1.2)
For the standard GS action in a type IIB supergravity background Fn are interpreted as the 
products of the dilaton and the R–R field strengths Fn = eφFn but in the η-model case there is 
no independent information about the dilaton, and there exists no dilaton field that completes 
G, B, Fn of the ABF background to a type IIB solution [7].
While not solving the standard type IIB equations directly this ABF background still turns 
out to be very special: it is related by T-duality to an exact type IIB supergravity solution [12,
13]. The latter HT background involves a non-diagonal metric Gˆ, an imaginary 5-form Fˆ5 and 
the dilaton φˆ, and the T-duality applied in all 6 isometric directions acts only on the fields Gˆ
and Fˆ5 = eφˆFˆ5 entering the corresponding GS action (1.2) on a flat 2d background. The GS 
action for any type II solution (and thus for the HT background) should be Weyl invariant and, in 
particular, scale invariant. As the T-duality applied to the GS action [14] is a simple path integral 
transformation, the T-duality relation between the ABF and HT backgrounds implies [12] that 
the η-model action should define a scale invariant 2d theory at least to 1-loop order.
However, there may be a problem with Weyl invariance for the η-model action on a curved 
2d background. The HT dilaton φˆ has a term linearly depending on the isometric directions of 
Gˆ and Fˆ5 and thus one cannot directly apply the standard T-duality transformation rules [15] to 
the full HT background to get a full T-dual supergravity solution, and thus the Weyl invariance 
of the T-dual sigma model requires further investigation.5 This is of course consistent with the 
observation [7] that the ABF background does not satisfy the full set of type IIB supergravity 
equations.
The aim of the present paper is to further clarify and extend these observations. We shall 
demonstrate that the relation by formal T-duality between the ABF and HT backgrounds implies 
that the former, while not a supergravity solution, should satisfy the following two generalisations 
or “modifications” of the type II supergravity equations:
(i) the scale invariance conditions for the type II superstring sigma model (with equations on 
the R–R fields F being of 2nd order in derivatives)
5 The 1-loop Weyl invariance conditions of the NSR or GS type II superstring sigma model are believed to be equivalent 
to the field equations of type II supergravity. While this is a well-established fact in the NS–NS sector [9,16] this was 
never demonstrated directly with the R–R couplings included (for some related work, mostly for the heterotic string, see 
[10,11,18]). Given that the linearised equations for all the supergravity fields follow from the condition of marginality 
of the corresponding NSR vertex operators and that the type II action is a leading term in the string effective action 
reconstructed from the superstring S-matrix on flat space, it is usually assumed that the superstring sigma model defining 
consistent critical string theories should correspond (to leading order in α′) to backgrounds that solve the 10d supergravity 
equations.
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order equations for the R–R fields F ) but involving, instead of derivatives of the dilaton, a certain 
co-vector Zm playing now the role of the dilaton one-form and a Killing vector Im responsible 
for the “modification” of the equations from their standard form.6
While the scale invariance conditions are universal, the second set of equations (which we 
shall refer to as “I -modified” type II equations) only apply to particular backgrounds with iso-
metric G, B and F -fields, which are related by formal T-duality to a type II solution (Gˆ, Bˆ, Fˆ, φˆ) 
with the dilaton φˆ containing a term linear in the isometric coordinates. Such a dilaton back-
ground, breaking isometries by a linear term only, is special. As the type II supergravity equations 
written in terms of the F -fields only depend on the dilaton through its derivatives, they remain 
independent of the isometric directions. As a result, the standard type II supergravity equations 
for the T-dual solution (Gˆ, Bˆ, Fˆ, φˆ) can be re-interpreted as certain modified type II equations 
for the original fields (G, B, F), also depending on the vectors Z and I . The Killing vector Im
dependence is fixed by the term linear in isometric coordinates in the dilaton, while the vector 
Zm is determined by applying the standard T-duality rules to the part of the dilaton independent 
of the isometric coordinates.7
It is possible to express the modified equations for the NS–NS fields in terms of just one single 
vector Xm = Zm+Im, which is the vector that appears in the scale invariance conditions. The su-
perstring scale invariance conditions generalise the familiar one-loop scale invariance conditions 
for the bosonic sigma model with couplings Gmn and Bmn (cf. (1.2))
βGmn ≡ Rmn − 14HmklH kln = −DmXn −DnXm , (1.3)
βBmn ≡ 12DkHkmn = XkHkmn + ∂mYn − ∂mYn . (1.4)
Here the terms involving Xm [17] and Ym do not contribute to on-shell UV divergences or, 
equivalently, reflect the freedom of renormalisation by reparametrisations and B-field gauge 
transformations. The Xm terms drop out of the action if the sigma model field xm is subject 
to the classical equations, or, equivalently, they can be absorbed in a field renormalisation, 
xm → xm +Xm log . The origin of the XkHkmn term can be understood either by starting with 
a counterterm proportional to (DmXn + DnXm)∂axn∂bxn + . . . , integrating by parts and using 
the equations of motion for xm, or by observing that Bmn transforms under a combination of 
reparametrisations and gauge transformations as Xk∂kBmn + ∂mXkBkn − ∂nXkBkm + ∂mY ′n −
∂nY
′
m = XkHkmn + ∂mYn − ∂nYm where Y ′m or Ym drop out of the sigma model action upon 
integration by parts.
The Weyl invariance conditions are equivalent to the vanishing of the trace of the 2d stress 
tensor operator on a curved 2d background. For the NSR type II superstring sigma model they can 
be satisfied provided one adds the dilaton term ∼R(2)φ(x) [9,19–21,16]: they are a stronger form 
of the scale invariance conditions (1.3), (1.4) with Xm and Ym no longer arbitrary, but given by
Xm = ∂mφ , Ym = 0 . (1.5)
The Weyl invariance equations (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) imply the “central charge” identity [9,22]
∂mβ¯
φ = 0 , β¯φ ≡ R − 112H 2mnk + 4D2φ − 4∂mφ∂mφ , (1.6)
6 In what follows we shall not distinguish between co-vectors and vectors, referring to both Xm and Xm as vectors.
7 Let us stress that Fˆ and φˆ explicitly depend on the isometric coordinates. It is Gˆ, Bˆ, Fˆ, dφˆ, and G, B, F , Z that are 
invariant under the isometries generated by the Killing vectors Iˆm and Im respectively. That is, Lie derivatives of the 
fields along the corresponding Killing vector are zero.
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theory). The full set of Weyl invariance equations for G, B and φ follows from the effective 
action with the same form as the NS–NS sector of the type II supergravity action (F ≡ eφF )
S =
∫
ddx
√
G
(
e−2φ β¯φ +
∑
FF + . . . )
=
∫
ddx
√
G e−2φ
(
β¯φ +
∑
FF + . . . ) , (1.7)
where we have indicated the presence of the R–R field strength terms for future reference.
The generalisation of the scale invariance conditions to the presence of R–R fields is given 
by (1.3), (1.4) with extra FF terms, together with a set of second-derivative equations for the 
R–R fields F that directly enter the GS action (1.2), 12D2F + . . . = X∂F + F∂X. Here the 
r.h.s. stands for reparametrisation (Lie derivative) terms with the same X-vector as in (1.3), (1.4)
and dots indicate non-linear terms. In the special case when Xm = ∂mφ these equations are the 
consequence of the type IIB equations or Weyl invariance conditions, which are 1st order in 
F = e−φF , i.e. d  F + . . . = 0 and dF + . . . = 0.8 These universal scale invariance conditions 
will be satisfied by the ABF background for a particular choice of the vectors Xm and Ym.
To explain the origin of the second “I -modified” set of equations let us first ignore the R–R 
fields and assume that there exists the following metric-dilaton background that solves the Weyl 
invariance equations (i.e. Rmn + 2DmDnφ = 0, β¯φ = const)
dˆs
2 = e2aˆ(x)[dyˆ + Aˆμ(x)dxμ]2 + gμν(x)dxμdxν , φˆ = −c yˆ + f (x) . (1.8)
Here the metric has an isometry which is broken by the linear term in the dilaton (c = const). 
Examples of such non-trivial solutions9 can be found by taking special limits of gauged WZW 
backgrounds [13]. T-dualising this metric, we find a diagonal metric G and B-field, i.e.
ds2 = e2a(x)dy2 + gμν(x)dxμdxν , B = Aˆμ(x) dy ∧ dxμ , a = −aˆ . (1.9)
For c = 0 (i.e. when φˆ is isometric) these fields together with the T-duality transformed dilaton 
φ = φˆ − aˆ would solve the standard Weyl invariance equations (1.3), (1.4) with Xm = ∂mφ, 
Ym = 0. For non-zero c the equation Rˆmn + 2DˆmDˆnφˆ = 0 (for the original background (1.8)) 
expressed in terms of the dual fields G, B will contain additional c-dependent terms obstructing 
(for non-constant a(x)) the introduction of a new dilaton scalar. Still, they can be put in a more 
general form Rmn +DmXn +DnXm = 0 with a special vector X given by10
Xmdx
m ≡ Imdxm +Zmdxm = c e−2a dy +
[
∂μ(φˆ − aˆ)+ c Aˆμ
]
dxμ . (1.10)
The dilaton equation β¯φ = 0 for the original background (1.8) also can be rewritten as the fol-
lowing generalised equation (cf. (1.6))11
8 The relation between the 1st-order and 2nd-order equations on F has the same spirit as the relation between the Dirac 
and the Klein–Gordon (squared Dirac) equations for spinor fields.
9 It is important that dilaton has a linear term in a “warped” isometric direction of the metric, i.e. a(x), Aμ(x) are 
non-constant, otherwise the effect of adding the linear dilaton would be trivial.
10 The need to introduce the vector Xm , which is not simply a gradient of a scalar, is therefore directly related to the 
feature ∂yˆ φˆ = −c 	= 0.
11 Note that this equation is not present in the list of scale invariance conditions, and Weyl invariance conditions require 
this relation to hold with Xm = ∂mφ for some φ.
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that is satisfied for the T-dual background.
The T-dual background (G, B) defines a sigma model that is scale invariant on a flat 2d back-
ground (satisfying equations (1.3), (1.4) with Ym = Xm) but which is not Weyl invariant. The 
trace of stress tensor T = βGmn∂axm∂axn + βBmnab∂axm∂bxn is a total derivative T = ∇aNa , 
Na = 2(Xm∂axm +  ba Ym∂bxm) (up to terms proportional to the xm equations of motion). This 
cannot be cancelled by a local counterterm (the classical dilaton term) unless Xm = ∂mφ, Ym = 0
[19,20], which is not the case for the ABF background. The sigma models based on (1.9) (with 
explicit backgrounds given below) thus represent particular examples of 2d scale invariant theo-
ries that avoid the Zamolodchikov–Polchinski theorem [23] due to their non-compactness (and/or 
non-unitarity related to the presence of time-like directions). It thus remains unclear if such 
backgrounds related by formal T-duality to Weyl invariant models (1.8) can also be associated 
somehow with a consistent critical string theory.
As we shall see below, a similar generalisation of the full set of the bosonic type II supergravity 
equations also exists in the presence of R–R fields Fn that have the same isometries as the metric 
(i.e. when (1.8) is extended to an analog of the HT solution [12]). Thus in general, given a type II 
solution with non-isometric linear dilaton there will be an associated (“T-dual” or ABF-like) 
background solving such a modified set of type II equations.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we shall present the general scale 
invariance conditions for the couplings G, B of the sigma model (1.2) that generalise (1.3), (1.4)
to the presence of the R–R fields F and show that there exist such vectors X = Z + I and Y that 
these equations are satisfied by the ABF background. In section 3 we shall derive a modification 
of the standard 1st-order IIB supergravity equations of the R–R fluxes that is “driven” by the 
special isometry vector I and which are satisfied by the ABF background. In section 4 we shall 
show that combining these 1st-order equations one can find 2nd-order equations for F that have 
the right structure (when generalised to arbitrary vector X) to be interpreted as scale invariance 
conditions on the R–R couplings. In section 5 we explain how the standard type II supergravity 
equations for a solution with the dilaton linear along the isometric directions is mapped to the 
modified equations for T-dual solution.
Our notation and some useful relations are summarised in Appendix A. In Appendix B we 
present the explicit form of the ABF background and the T-dual type IIB HT solution. Ap-
pendix C contains the derivation of the identity ∂mβ¯X = 0 from the modified type II equations 
which is closely related to the on-shell conservation of R–R stress tensor. In Appendix D, starting 
with the modified type II equations, we derive the 2nd-order equations for the R–R fields that are 
candidates for the corresponding scale invariance conditions. In Appendix E we remark on an 
alternative derivation of the relation (2.13) for the vector Z, which plays the role of the dilaton 
one-form in the modified equations. In Appendix F we summarise the analogs of the ABF and 
HT backgrounds in the AdS2 × S2 × T 6and AdS3 × S3 × T 4cases and give the corresponding 
expressions for the vectors X, Y and I that solve the scale invariance and modified type II equa-
tions. In Appendix G we explain how the 2nd-order equations for the R–R couplings F emerge 
as the one-loop conditions of scale invariance for the GS sigma model (1.2).
2. Scale invariance conditions and modified type II equations: NS–NS sector
The scale invariance conditions for the bosonic sigma model (1.3), (1.4) have a straightfor-
ward generalisation to the GS superstring case with non-zero R–R couplings F = eφF (see 
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one bosonic and one fermionic line) contributing logarithmic UV divergences ∼FF∂x∂x. These 
terms will produce extra FF terms in the β-functions in (1.3) and (1.4). In particular, the analog 
of the Einstein equation (1.3) should pick up the R–R stress tensor term and the B-field equa-
tion (1.4), the FF term as in the II supergravity equations.12 This is expected as for Xm = ∂mφ, 
Ym = 0 the resulting equations are the Weyl invariance equations that should be equivalent to the 
type II supergravity equations.
The scale invariance equations for the F -fields (to be discussed in section 4) will not, however, 
have the familiar supergravity form of 1st-order equations for F (these should follow from the 
Weyl invariance conditions). Instead they will be of 2nd order, D2F + . . . = X-dependent terms, 
and for Xm = ∂mφ will be a consequence of the 1st-order supergravity equations.
Explicitly, the scale invariance conditions (1.3) and (1.4) generalise to
βGmn ≡ Rmn − 14HmklHnkl − Tmn = −DmXn −DnXm , (2.1)
βBmn ≡ 12DkHkmn +Kmn = XkHkmn + ∂mYn − ∂nYm , (2.2)
Tmn ≡ 12FmFn + 14FmpqFnpq + 14×4!FmpqrsFnpqrs − 12Gmn( 12FkFk
+ 112FkpqFkpq) , (2.3)
Kmn ≡ 12FkFkmn + 112FmnklpFklp . (2.4)
Here Fm, Fmnk , Fmnklp are R–R fields of type IIB supergravity (for notation see Appendix A). 
For Xm = ∂mφ, Ym = 0 these equations follow from type IIB supergravity action (1.7). Tmn is 
the familiar stress tensor that follows from the type IIB action (1.7) upon variation over Gmn.13
As was noted in [12], the existence of the HT solution related to the ABF background by 
T-duality, suggests that the GS sigma model for the latter defined on a flat 2d background should 
be scale invariant (at least to leading, 1-loop, order). Our key observation is that indeed there 
exist vectors Xm and Ym such that eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied for the ABF background 
(B.1). The vector Xm required to satisfy (2.1) turns out to be (see Appendix B for notation)
X ≡ Xmdxm = c0 1 + ρ
2
1 − 2ρ2 dt + c1 ρ
2 sin2 ζ dψ2 + c2 ρ
2 cos2 ζ
1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ dψ1
+ c3 1 − r
2
1 + 2r2 dϕ + c4 r
2 sin2 ξ dφ2 + c5 r
2 cos2 ξ
1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ dφ1
+ 
2ρ4 sin 2ζ
2(1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ )dζ +
1
ρ
(
1 − 3
1 − 2ρ2 +
2
1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ
)
dρ
+ 
2r4 sin 2ξ
2(1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ)dξ +
1
r
(
1 − 3
1 + 2r2 +
2
1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ
)
dr . (2.5)
Xm can be split in the following way
Xm = Im +Zm , DmIn +DnIm = 0 , DmIm = 0 , (2.6)
12 For an argument supporting this in the NSR formalism see [18].
13 Note that in the first (NS–NS) term of (1.7) one does not need to vary the √G factor as its contribution vanishes after 
use of the dilaton equation β¯φ = 0 in (1.6). This equation is not required for scale invariance.
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φ2, φ1) of the 10d ABF metric and ci are arbitrary constant coefficients. (I (i))m are the 6 in-
dependent commuting Killing vectors of the ABF background: the Lie derivatives of the G, 
B and F -fields in [6] along Im all vanish. If we split the coordinates as xm = (yi, xμ) where 
μ = 1, 2, 3, 4 labels the non-isometric directions xμ = (ζ, ρ, ξ, r), then
Im =
6∑
i=1
δimciGii(x
μ) , Im = δimci = const , Zm = δμmZμ(xν) . (2.7)
The vector Ym required to satisfy (2.2) on the ABF background is found to be14
Y ≡ Ymdxm = 4 1 + ρ
2
1 − 2ρ2 dt + 2
ρ2 cos2 ζ
1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ dψ1
+ 4 1 − r
2
1 + 2r2 dϕ − 2
r2 cos2 ξ
1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ dφ1
+ 
2ρ4 sin 2ζ
2(1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ )dζ +
1
ρ
(
1 − 3
1 − 2ρ2 +
2(−1c2 − 1)
1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ
)
dρ
+ 
2r4 sin 2ξ
2(1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ)dξ +
1
r
(
1 − 3
1 + 2r2 −
2(−1c5 + 1)
1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ
)
dr . (2.8)
We observe that if we fix ci in (2.5) to the following specific values
c0 = c3 = 4 , c1 = c4 = 0 , c2 = −c5 = 2 , (2.9)
then Ym and Xm coincide
Ym = Xm . (2.10)
The next surprising observation is that for these specially chosen values of ci in (2.9) the vector 
Xm satisfies also a direct generalisation (1.11) of the dilaton equation (1.6) (∂mφ → Xm)15:
β¯X ≡ R − 112H 2mnk + 4DkXk − 4XkXk = 0 . (2.11)
As we shall show in Appendix C this β¯X satisfies the generalisation of the dilaton identity (1.6)
∂mβ¯
X = 0 . (2.12)
The reason for this particular choice of ci in (2.9) can be traced to the form of the linear terms 
in the dilaton φˆ of the T-dual HT solution (B.3). That is the presence of the I -term in Xm in 
(2.6) reflects the presence of the non-isometric linear terms in φˆ. Therefore, these terms drive 
the modification of the equations satisfied by the ABF background from their standard type II 
form. In this sense the Zm part of Xm may be interpreted as the analog of ∂mφ in the modified 
equations. Indeed, one can check that for Im in (2.7) with ci chosen as in (2.9) the following 
relation is satisfied
∂mZn − ∂nZm + I kHkmn = 0 . (2.13)
14 Y is of course defined modulo a total derivative.
15 Since DnXn = DμZμ , XmXm = Gij cicj +GμνZμZν this equation does not depend on signs of ci .
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Zm becomes a derivative of a scalar, ∂mφ. In general, assuming that Im represents an isometry of 
the B-field, i.e. the Lie derivative (LIB)mn = I k∂kBmn +Bkn∂mIk −Bkm∂nI k vanishes (modulo 
a gauge transformation term ∂mUn − ∂nUm), we can solve (2.13) as16
Zm = ∂mφ +BkmIk , (2.14)
where ∂mφ term represents the trivial “zero-mode” solution. In the particular case of the ABF 
background with Zm and Im given by (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and ci fixed as in (2.9) we find
Xm = Ym = Im +Zm = ∂mφ + (Gkm +Bkm)I k , (2.15)
φ = 12 log
(1 − κ2ρ2)3(1 + κ2r2)3
(1 + κ2ρ4 sin2 ζ )(1 + κ2r4 sin2 ξ) . (2.16)
The scalar φ in (2.16) is precisely the one that is found [12] by applying the standard T-duality 
transformation rule to the isometric part of the dilaton φˆ of the HT solution in (B.3) (cf. (1.10)).
3. Modified type II equations: first-order equations for R–R couplings
Let us now explore what modification of the type IIB equations for the R–R couplings is 
satisfied by the ABF background.
The standard equations of type IIB supergravity [28] in the R–R sector written in terms of the 
rescaled F = eφF field strengths are pairs of dynamical equations and Bianchi identities (see 
Appendix A for notation)17
DmFm −ZmFm − 16HmnpFmnp = 0 , dF1 −Z ∧F1 = 0, (3.1)
DpFpmn −ZpFpmn − 16HpqrFmnpqr = 0, dF3 −Z ∧F3 +H3 ∧F1 = 0 ,
(3.2)
DrFrmnpq −ZrFmnpq + 136εmnpqrstuvwHrstFuvw = 0, dF5 −Z ∧F5 +H3 ∧F3 = 0.
(3.3)
Here Z = Zmdxm = dφ is the dilaton one-form. The five-form F5 is also required to satisfy the 
self-duality equation F5 = F5 which implies the equivalence of the first and second equation 
in (3.3).
An a priori surprising observation is that there exist direct generalisations of the 1st-order 
equations (3.1)–(3.3) involving Z = Zmdxm and I = Imdxm in (2.5), (2.6), with fixed values of 
the coefficients ci as given in (2.9), which are solved by the ABF background (B.1). Explicitly, 
the equations for the one-form F1 in (B.1) are
DmFm −ZmFm − 16HmnpFmnp = 0 , ImFm = 0 , (3.4)
(dF1 −Z ∧F1)mn − IpFmnp = 0 . (3.5)
16 In general, we find Zm = ∂mφ +BkmIk −Um. Under gauge transformations of B the vector Um transforms so that 
φ may be assumed to be invariant. In the particular case of the ABF background (B.1) with the B-field chosen in the 
manifestly symmetric form we have Um = 0.
17 Note that all equations including (2.2) are invariant under the simultaneous change of sign of H3 and F3, or of H3, 
F1 and F5. The choice of sign of H3 or B can be changed by parity.
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Similarly, the equations that generalise (3.2) and are satisfied for the three-form F3 in (B.1)
are found to be
DpFpmn −ZpFpmn − 16HpqrFmnpqr − (I ∧F1)mn = 0 , (3.6)
(dF3 −Z ∧F3 +H3 ∧F1)mnpq − I rFmnpqr = 0 . (3.7)
The equations satisfied by F5 of the ABF background are found to be
DrFrmnpq −ZrFrmnpq + 136εmnpqrstuvwHrstFuvw − (I ∧F3)mnpq = 0 , (3.8)
(dF5 −Z ∧F5 +H3 ∧F3)mnpqrs + 16εmnpqrstuvwI tFuvw = 0 . (3.9)
These two are equivalent in view of the self-duality of F5.
These modified equations (3.4)–(3.9) reduce back to (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) if we drop all terms 
with Im and assume that dZ = 0, i.e. if we set
Zm → ∂mφ , Im → 0 . (3.10)
The structure of (3.4)–(3.9) supports the interpretation of Z as a generalised “dilaton one-form”, 
while the isometry vector I effectively drives the deformation of the standard type IIB equations.
An interesting observation is that there exist certain combinations of the equations (3.4)–(3.9)
that depend on Z and I only through the combination X = Z + I , which entered the NS–NS 
equations of the previous section. These are found by adding together equations of equal form 
degree, for example, the equation of motion for the R–R three-form and the Bianchi identity for 
the R–R one-form. The resulting X-dependent equations are given by
DmFm −XmFm − 16HmnpFmnp = 0 , (3.11)
DpFpmn −XpFpmn − 16HpqrFmnpqr + (dF1 −X ∧F1)mn = 0 , (3.12)
DrFrmnpq −XrFrmnpq + 136εmnpqrstuvwHrstFuvw + (dF3 −X ∧F3 +H3 ∧F1)mnpq
= 0 . (3.13)
Using the self-duality of F5 the last equation can be also written as
(dF5 −X ∧F5 +H3 ∧F3)pqrlmn − 16εpqrlmnvstu(DvF stu −XvF stu −FvHstu) = 0 .
(3.14)
As will be discussed below, these three equations are already sufficient for deriving candidates 
for the scale invariance equations for the F -fields, which are 2nd order in derivatives.
It is useful to rewrite (3.1)–(3.3) in the notation of forms (see Appendix A for conventions). 
To do so we introduce the dual forms defined by
F1 = F9 , F3 = −F7 , F5 = F5 , F7 = −F3 , F9 = F1 . (3.15)
Then the complete set of the type II supergravity equations for R–R strengths and Bianchi iden-
tities (3.1)–(3.3) is given by19
18 Alternatively, one can derive this equation from the Bianchi equation (3.5), the invariance of F1 under the isometry, 
the orthogonality of I and Z, and the condition that Z is not an exact one-form. Indeed, multiplying (3.5) by Im one 
finds ∂n(ImFm) − ZnImFm = 0. Thus, if ImFm 	= 0 then Z = d ln(ImFm). We find, however, it more convenient to 
add ImFm = 0 as an independent equation, and infer from it the orthogonality of I and Z.
19 We assume that Fn = 0 for n < 0 and n > 10.
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d F2n+1 −Z ∧ F2n+1 −H3 ∧ F2n+3 = 0 , n = 0,1, . . . , (3.16)
where Z = dφ.
The “I -modified” equations (3.4)–(3.9) are given by20
dF2n+1 −Z ∧F2n+1 +H3 ∧F2n−1 − (I ∧ F2n+3) = 0 , n = −1,0, . . . ,
d F2n+1 −Z ∧ F2n+1 −H3 ∧ F2n+3 + (I ∧F2n−1) = 0 , n = 0,1, . . . .
(3.17)
Due to (3.15) the two equations in (3.16) are equivalent and the same is true for (3.17).
Let us note that the deformed R–R equations (3.17) together with the relation (2.13) or dZ +
ιIH3 = 0 imply the following relation
LIF2n+1 = (I ·Z)F2n+1 . (3.18)
Thus the condition that the F -fields are invariant under the isometry I is equivalent to the con-
dition I · Z = 0, which is clearly satisfied for the ABF background as is evident from (2.5), 
(2.7).
4. Second-order equations for R–R couplings as scale invariance conditions
Let us return to the discussion of the scale invariance conditions for the couplings of the GS 
sigma model (1.2) in section 2 and consider the equations for the R–R couplings F that should 
follow from the requirement of (1-loop) UV finiteness of the 2d model. One can argue that the 
conditions analogous to eqs. (2.1), (2.2) for the G and B-field couplings should have the form
βFk1...ks ≡
1
2
D2Fk1...ks + . . . = Xm∂mFk1...ks +
∑
i
Fk1...m...ks ∂kiXm , (4.1)
where we have omitted possible non-linear terms such as RF + DHF + . . . on the l.h.s. The 
X-dependent Lie derivative term on the r.h.s. reflects, as in (2.1), (2.2), the reparametrisation (or 
off-shell xm-renormalisation) freedom. For example, starting with the linearised RG equation 
dFn(x)
dt
= βFn = 12∂2Fn(x), t = log  and doing the coordinate redefinition xm → xm + tXm, one 
ends up with dFn(x)
dt
= 12∂2Fn(x) −Xm∂mFn −Fm∂nXm.
We shall discuss the computation of 1-loop logarithmic UV divergences for the GS action 
(1.2) in Appendix G clarifying the structure of βF .
For Xm = ∂mφ the equations (4.1) should be a consequence of stronger Weyl invariance con-
ditions,21 which should be equivalent to the type II supergravity equations (3.1)–(3.3) or (3.16)
where Z = X = dφ. Indeed, combining (“squaring”) the familiar dF + . . . = 0, d  F + . . . = 0
20 Note that here we include n = −1 as in the deformed theory it is no longer trivial: it gives the second equation in 
(3.4), i.e. (I ∧ F1) = ImFm = 0.
21 For example, using the NSR approach on a flat background we may consider the R–R vertex operators built out of 
spin operators and consider the linearised conditions for conformal invariance (marginality). Then dF = 0, d F = 0 will 
follow (see, e.g., [29]) just like the usual transversality conditions on the graviton operator follow from the marginality 
conditions of the hmn(p)eipx∂xm∂xn vertex. On a curved 2d background these are equivalent to the decoupling of 
derivatives ∂aρ of the conformal factor of the 2d metric (see, e.g., [30,31]). These conditions are stronger than just scale 
invariance which requires only “masslessness” p2F(p) = 0 or ∂2F = 0.
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Hodge–de Rham operator.
Moreover, the same equations should follow also from the modified type II equations 
(3.4)–(3.9) or (3.17) (as, e.g., the ABF background that solves the modified equations should 
also be a solution of the scale invariance conditions). This should provide a non-trivial consis-
tency check: after properly “squaring” (3.4)–(3.9) the dependence on the Z and I vectors in any 
candidate scale invariance equations should appear only through their sum X = Z+ I as in (2.1), 
(2.2).
Starting from the modified type II equations (3.4)–(3.9) (which include the standard type IIB 
supergravity equations as a special case (3.10), Im = 0), let us outline the derivation of the 2nd 
order equations for the R–R couplings that should be equivalent to the scale invariance conditions 
for Fn of the GS sigma model (1.2). To be a candidate for the scale invariance conditions these 
equations should have the following properties:
(i) vanish on the supergravity equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.11), (3.1)–(3.3) with X = dφ, Y = 0
(ii) depend on Z and I through X = Z + I
(iii) depend on X through Lie derivatives.22
Starting with the modified equations (3.17) and acting with d on the first equation and d
on the second and then using the modified equations (as described in Appendix D) we arrive at 
the following equation, which satisfies the above properties
d  d F2n+1 + d  dF2n+1 + 14R ∧F2n+1 − 18  (H3 ∧ H3)∧F2n+1
−H3 ∧ (H3 ∧ F2n+1)− (H3 ∧ (H3 ∧F2n+1))
− d  (H3 ∧ F2n+3)− (H3 ∧ dF2n+3)+ d  (H3 ∧F2n−1)+H3 ∧ d F2n−1
= LXF2n+1 + LX F2n+1 − (d  X)∧F2n+1 + βB ∧F2n−1 − (βB ∧ F2n+3) .
(4.2)
Here βB is the 2-form analog of (2.2), i.e.
βB ≡ 12  d  H3 +K= (X ∧ H3)+ dY . (4.3)
This is then a candidate for the scale invariance equation for the R–R form F2n+1.
Using the identity
LX F2n+1 = LXF2n+1 + (d  X)∧F2n+1 + βG ·F2n+1 ,
βG ·F2n+1 ≡
∑
i
βGminFm1...mi−1nmi+1...m2n+1 , (4.4)
where βGmn is defined in (2.1), we find that (4.2) becomes
d  d F2n+1 + d  dF2n+1 + 14R ∧F2n+1 − 18  (H3 ∧ H3)∧F2n+1
−H3 ∧ (H3 ∧ F2n+1)− (H3 ∧ (H3 ∧F2n+1))
− d  (H3 ∧ F2n+3)− (H3 ∧ dF2n+3)+ d  (H3 ∧F2n−1)+H3 ∧ d F2n−1
= 2LXF2n+1 + βG ·F2n+1 + βB ∧F2n−1 − (βB ∧ F2n+3) . (4.5)
22 Moreover, since the R–R fields F are invariant under the isometries generated by I , their Lie derivatives along I
vanish, and therefore the scale invariance equations in fact depend only on Z.
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close connection to the particular X-dependent combinations of the modified equations in (3.11), 
(3.12), (3.13), i.e. to (here n ∈ Z as in (3.17))
2n ≡ dF2n−1 −X ∧F2n−1 +H3 ∧F2n−3
+ (−1)n  (dF9−2n −X ∧F9−2n +H3 ∧F7−2n) = 0 . (4.6)
We also define as in (1.11), (2.2)
β¯B ≡ 12  d  H3 +K− (X ∧ H3)− dX = 0 ,
β¯X ≡ R − 12  (H3 ∧ H3)+ 4  d  X − 4  (X ∧ X) = 0 . (4.7)
Deconstructing the derivation in Appendix D, we find that the 2nd-order equation for the R–R 
fluxes (4.2) can also be written as
d2n −X ∧2n +H3 ∧2n−2 −F2n−1 ∧ β¯B
+ (−1)n  (d8−2n −X ∧8−2n +H3 ∧6−2n −F7−2n ∧ β¯B
)+ 14F2n+1 ∧ β¯X
= 0 . (4.8)
Finally, let us present the explicit form of eq. (4.5) in components. For F1 we find
D2Fm −RmnFn + 14 (R − 34H 2)Fm
+ 12HpnkHmpnFk − 16DmHpnkFpnk − 12HpnkDpFnkm
= 2(XpDpFm +DmXpFp)+ βGmnFn − 12βBnkFnkm . (4.9)
Using the identity D[mHnpk] = 0 the term 16DmHpnkFpnk in (4.9) can be replaced by 
1
2DpHmnkFpnk . The equation for F3 may be written as
D2Fnkm −Ra[nFakm] +Rab[nkFabm] + 14 (R − 34H 2)Fnkm
+ 12HabcHab[nFkm]c − 12HabcHa[nkFm]bc
+DaHa[nkFm] +Ha[nkDaFm] −FaDaHnkm
− 16D[nHabcFkm]abc − 12HabcDaFbcnkm
= 2(XaDaFnkm +D[nXaFkm]a)+ βGa[nFakm] + βB[nkFm] − 12βBabFabnkm , (4.10)
while the equation for F5 can be put into the form
D2Fijklm −Ra[iFajklm] +Rab[ijFabklm] + 14 (R − 34H 2)Fijklm
+ 12HabcHab[iFjklm]c − 12HabcHa[ijFklm]bc
+DaHa[ijFklm] +Ha[ijDaFklm] −Fa[ijDaHklm]
+ 112εijklmbdef (DaHabcFdef +HabcDaFdef −FabcDaHdef ) =
= 2(XaDaFijklm +D[iXaFjklm]a)+ βGa[iFajklm] + βB[ijFklm]
+ 112εijklmabcde(βB)abFcde . (4.11)
This expression is consistent with the self-duality of F5 (in particular, the third and forth lines 
are manifestly dual to each other).
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ticular, they contain the expected Hodge–de Rham operator terms and the vector X only enters 
through the reparametrisation terms as in (4.1). The βG and βB terms in these equations are 
defined as in (2.1), (2.2) but can also be replaced by expressions on the r.h.s. of (2.1), (2.2).
As we shall discuss in Appendix G, similar equations come out of the computation of the 
one-loop beta-functions for the R–R couplings in the GS sigma model (1.2).
5. Origin of modified equations: T-duality relation to type II equations for backgrounds 
with non-isometric linear dilaton
Given a scale invariant sigma model in flat 2d space T-duality in an isometric direction should 
also produce a scale invariant sigma model. Similarly, given a Weyl invariant sigma model on 
curved 2d space with all couplings including the dilaton being isometric the T-dual background 
should also be Weyl invariant (provided the dilaton transforms in the usual way [32,33]). As 
discussed in the introduction, in general this is not so if the dilaton is not isometric: T-duality 
will still preserve scale invariance but not Weyl invariance. Thus given a solution of type II 
supergravity equations which has linear non-isometric term in the dilaton its T-duality image 
will no longer solve the standard type II equations but will satisfy instead a modified set of 
type II equations as discussed above.
5.1. Simple examples
Here we shall make the origin of the modified equations explicit by showing that they repre-
sent the original type II equations for a solution with non-isometric linear dilaton, rewritten in 
terms of the fields of the T-dual background. To explain how this happens in simple terms let us 
first start with a bosonic background (1.8) with Aμ = 0, i.e.
dˆs
2 = e−2a(x)dyˆ2 + gμν(x)dxμdxν , φˆ = −c yˆ + ϕ(x)− 12a(x) . (5.1)
Then the corresponding Weyl anomaly coefficients
β¯Gmn = Rˆmn + 2DˆmDˆnφˆ , β¯φ = Rˆ + 4Dˆ2φˆ − 4Gˆmn∂mφˆ∂nφˆ , (5.2)
have the following components under the xˆm = (yˆ, xμ) splitting of coordinates23
β¯Gμν = Rμν − ∂μa∂νa + 2DμDνϕ , β¯Gyˆyˆ = e−2a(DμDμa − 2∂μa∂μϕ) , (5.3)
β¯G
yˆμ
= −2c ∂μa , β¯φ = R − ∂μa∂μa + 4D2ϕ − 4∂μϕ∂μϕ − 4c2e2a . (5.4)
We see that if c = 0, i.e. the dilaton is isometric, then the Weyl invariance conditions β¯Gμν = 0, 
β¯φ = 0 are invariant under T-duality in y, i.e. under aˆ = −a → a, φˆ → φˆ + a or ϕ → ϕ. The 
c = −∂yˆ φˆ dependent terms in (5.4) thus represent obstructions to mapping one Weyl invariant 
model to another. The T-dual metric then solves weaker, modified, equations
Rmn +DmXn +DnXm = 0 , β¯X = R + 4DmXm − 4XmXm = 0 , (5.5)
with Xm being (cf. (1.10))
23 Here Rμν is the Ricci tensor of gμν(x), see Appendix A.
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Similar conclusions are reached in the case we have a non-diagonal metric in (1.8) (see the 
general discussion below). The presence of non-zero Aˆμ is in fact necessary to have a solution 
of the Weyl invariance conditions when c 	= 0 (cf. (5.4)) and the target space should thus be at 
least 3-dimensional. An example of such a solution was found in [13]. It represents a limit of 
the background associated with the SO(4)/SO(3) gWZW model, which has the following metric 
and dilaton [34]
dˆs2 = dt2 + tan
2 t dp2 + cot2 t dq2
1 − p2 − q2
= dt2 + cot2 t (dθ + tanψ cot θdψ)2 + tan
2 t
sin2 θ
dψ2 , (5.7)
φˆ = − ln (
√
b2 − p2 − q2 sin 2t)= − ln ( sin θ cosψ sin 2t) , (5.8)
where p = sinψ , q = cos θ cosψ and t, ψ, θ are angles of the coset parametrisation of the SO(4)
group element. This background (which solves the Weyl invariance condition β¯G = 0 with β¯φ =
const) has no isometries. One option to generate an isometry is to set t = iz and then shift z
by an infinite constant. Doing so we get linear dilaton in z, but the z direction decouples in the 
metric. A non-trivial alternative is to set ψ = iyˆ and to shift yˆ by an infinite constant (which 
corresponds to infinite rescaling of p, q generating a scaling isometry in the metric (5.7)). The 
resulting background (we drop an infinite constant in the dilaton)
dˆs2 = dt2 − tan
2 t dp2 + cot2 t dq2
p2 + q2 = dt
2 + cot2 t (dθ + cot θ dyˆ)2 − tan
2 t
sin2 θ
dyˆ2 , (5.9)
φˆ = − ln (
√
p2 + q2 sin 2t)= −yˆ − ln ( sin θ sin 2t) , (5.10)
is therefore of the same type as in (1.8) and defines a conformal sigma model.24 Similar higher 
dimensional backgrounds can be constructed starting from SO(n)/SO(n − 1) gWZW models 
with n > 4 [13].
T-dualising the metric (5.9) along yˆ we get a (G, B) background that will solve the modified 
(G, B) equations (2.1), (2.2) with non-trivial Xm = Im +Zm, where I y = −∂yˆ φˆ and Zm is given 
by (2.14), with φ = φˆ− 12 logGyˆyˆ . These modified equations will be the original Weyl invariance 
conditions rewritten in terms of the dual G and B-fields.
Given the 2d CFT in (5.9) with 2d stress-tensor defined taking into account the dilaton in 
(5.10), one may formally compactify yˆ and ask if this CFT has T-duality as a symmetry of its 
spectrum. The answer appears to be no as the 2d stress-tensor will not be invariant under T-duality 
(i.e. mapping momentum into winding modes).25 This is compatible with our expectation that 
formally T-dualising the metric (5.9) will not lead to a consistent CFT.
24 The central charge for this d = 3 conformal model is given by c = d− 32α′(R− 112H 2 +4D2φ−4DmφDmφ) + . . . =
3 − 32α′ ×12 + . . . . Here the scale of the space was set to one, so that α′ is then the inverse of the WZW level k. This is in 
agreement with the usual count of the central charge for the SO(4)/SO(3) gWZW model c = 6k/(k + 4) − 3k/(k + 2) =
3 − 18/k + . . . , which should be unchanged in the coordinate limit leading from (5.7) to (5.9).
25 Given a free compact scalar CFT L = r2(∂φ)2 with φ ≡ φ + 2π the spectrum of dimensions of primary operators 
(like einφ+imφ˜ , etc.) is T-duality symmetric. If one formally adds a linear dilaton term q ∫ d2z√hR(2)φ, or equivalently 
modifies the 2d stress tensor by q∂2φ terms (which are invariant under shifts of φ and thus defined for a compact 
boson) then the T-duality symmetry of the spectrum is broken by extra terms ∼ qn. The formal symmetry would be 
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fluxes (with isometric G, B and Fn = eφFn), such as the HT solution dual to ABF background in 
the AdS5 ×S5 case and its counterparts in the AdS2 ×S2 ×T 6and AdS3 ×S3 ×T 4cases discussed 
in Appendix F. Explicitly, in the case of a solution (Gˆ, Bˆ, Fˆn, φˆ) with several isometries broken 
only by the linear dilaton term
φˆ = φ0 − ci yˆi + f (xμ) , (5.11)
we will get a generalisation of the type II supergravity equations, depending on the following 
two vectors Z and I (cf. (2.6), (2.7), (2.14))
I = ciGyiyi dyi , Z = dφ + ιIB , φ = f −
1
2
∑
i
log Gˆyˆi yˆi . (5.12)
Here G and B are the background fields of the T-dual background.
Below we shall illustrate these relations in the general case with one isometry.
5.2. NS–NS sector
We consider the following two d-dimensional backgrounds (here we use Kμ instead of Aˆμ in 
(1.8))
ds2 = e2a(dy +Aμdxμ)2 + gμνdxμdxν ,
B = Kν(dy + 12Aμdxμ)∧ dxν + 12bμνdxμ ∧ dxν ,
φ = −c y + ϕ + 12a , I y = cˆ , Iμ = 0 , (5.13)
dˆs
2 = e−2a(dyˆ +Kμdxμ)2 + gμνdxμdxν ,
Bˆ = Aν(dyˆ + 12Kμdxμ)∧ dxν + 12bμνdxμ ∧ dxν ,
φˆ = −cˆ yˆ + ϕ − 12a , Iˆ yˆ = c , Iˆμ = 0 . (5.14)
Here y and yˆ are the directions that are assumed to be (shift) isometries of their respective 
metrics and B-fields. We use the indices μ, ν, . . . = 1, . . . , d − 1 and m, n, . . . = 1, . . . , d . For 
c = cˆ = 0 (5.13) and (5.14) are related by standard T-duality, such that ϕ is the analog of the 
duality-invariant dilaton field. Let us also define
Z = dφ + ιIB = −c dy + dϕ + 12da + cˆ Kμdxμ ,
X = Z + I = (−c + cˆ e2a)dy + dϕ + 12da + (cˆKμ + cˆ e2aAμ)dxμ ,
Zˆ = dφˆ + ι
Iˆ
Bˆ = −cˆ dyˆ + dϕ − 12da + cAμdxμ ,
Xˆ = Zˆ + Iˆ = (−cˆ + c e−2a)dyˆ + dϕ − 12da + (cAμ + c e−2aKμ)dxμ , (5.15)
where
Z · I = Zˆ · Iˆ = −c cˆ . (5.16)
restored in the “doubled” formulation if the linear dilaton term were given by qφ + q˜φ˜ where φ˜ is the dual field (with 
1√ q ↔
√
r√ q˜ under T-duality).r α′
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solve the equivalent Weyl invariance equations (see, e.g., [37] and the references therein). We 
will now show how this relation also extends to the more general case with linear dilatons.
Let us first consider the generalised dilaton equation
R − 112H 2 + 4DmXm − 4XmXm = 0 . (5.17)
The question we want to address is: if the background (5.13) satisfies (5.17) does that imply 
that (5.14) satisfies (5.17). As the two backgrounds (5.13) and (5.14) are related by the obvious 
symmetry
a → −a , Aμ ↔ Kμ , c ↔ cˆ , y ↔ yˆ , (5.18)
it is sufficient to compute the left-hand side of (5.17) for (5.13) and check that it is invariant (or 
at least covariant) under (5.18).
For (5.13) we have
Xy = −c + cˆ e2a , Xμ = ∂μϕ + 12∂μa + cˆ Kμ + cˆ e2aAμ . (5.19)
It will also be useful to define the following objects
Fμν ≡ ∂μAν − ∂νAμ , Hμν ≡ ∂μKν − ∂νKμ ,
hμνρ ≡ (db + 12A∧ dK + 12K ∧ dA)μνρ , (5.20)
where we observe that h is invariant under (5.18). Now using the dimensional reduction formulae 
in Appendix A we find
R − 112H 2 + 4DmXm − 4XmXm
= R − ∂μa∂μa − 112h2 − 14e2aFμνFμν − 14e−2aHμνHμν + 4∇μ∂μϕ − 4∂μϕ∂μϕ
+ 4c∇μAμ + 4cˆ∇μKμ − 8(cAμ + cˆ Kμ)∂μϕ
− 4c2(AμAμ + e−2a)− 4cˆ2(KμKμ + e2a)+ 8c cˆ (1 −AμKμ) , (5.21)
which is indeed invariant under (5.18). Therefore, if (5.17) is satisfied for background (5.13) it is 
satisfied for background (5.14) and vice versa.26
Let us now turn to the modified metric and B-field equations to show that the two combina-
tions appearing in (1.3) and (1.4)
Rmn − 14HmpqHnpq +DmXn +DnXm , (5.22)
1
2D
pHmnp −XpHmnp −DmXn +DnXm , (5.23)
are covariant under the symmetry (5.18).27 Then if they vanish for the background (5.13) this 
implies that they vanish for (5.14) and vice versa. As (5.22) is symmetric and (5.23) is antisym-
metric, we may just consider their difference
26 This generalises the usual (c = cˆ = 0) discussion of the T-duality invariance of the string effective action (1.7) with √
Ge−2φ = √g e−2ϕ .
27 Here we assume Ym in (1.4), (2.2) is equal to Xm in (1.3), (2.1) as is the case for the I -modified equations sat-
isfied by the ABF background. More generally, given a scale invariant sigma model with an isometry and the G and 
B-field couplings satisfying (1.3), (1.4), its T-dual counterpart will also satisfy (1.3), (1.4) with the roles of Xm and Ym
interchanged.
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which we can decompose into a part independent of c and cˆ (C(0)mn) and a part linear in c and cˆ
(C(1)mn) as
Cmn = C(0)mn + 2C(1)mn , (5.25)
C(0)mn = Rmn − 14HmpqHnpq − 12DpHmnp + 2DmX(0)n +X(0)pHmnp , (5.26)
C(1)mn = DmX(1)n + 12X(1)pHmnp . (5.27)
Here we have used the fact that all the c and cˆ dependence is contained in X = X(0)+X(1), where 
X(0) is the c- and cˆ-independent and X(1) is the c- and cˆ-dependent part. Using the specific form 
of X for the background (5.13), as given in (5.19), we have
X(0)y = 0 , X(0)μ = ∂μϕ + 12∂μa , X(1)y = −c + cˆ e2a , X(1)μ = cˆ Kμ + cˆ e2aAμ .
(5.28)
Using the formulae in Appendix A we find the following relations for C(0)mn and C(1)mn evaluated 
on the background (5.13)
C(0)yy = 2e2a∂μϕ∂μa − e2a∇μ∂μa + 14e4aFμνFμν − 14HμνHμν ,
C(0)yμ −
Gyμ
Gyy
C(0)yy = e2a( 12∇ν + ∂νa − ∂νϕ)Fμν + 14hμνρHνρ
+ ( 12∇ν − ∂νa − ∂νϕ)Hμν + 14e2ahμνρF νρ ,
C(0)μy −
Gμy
Gyy
C(0)yy = e2a( 12∇ν + ∂νa − ∂νϕ)Fμν + 14hμνρHνρ
− ( 12∇ν − ∂νa − ∂νϕ)Hμν − 14e2ahμνρF νρ ,
C(0)μν −
Gμy
Gyy
C(0)yν −
Gyν
Gyy
C(0)μy +
Gμy
Gyy
Gyν
Gyy
C(0)yy
= Rμν − ∂μa∂νa + 2∇μ∂νϕ − 12e2aFμνFνρ − 12e−2aHμρHνρ
− 12∇ρhμνρ − 14hμρσhνρσ + hμνρ∂ρϕ , (5.29)
C(1)yy = e2a(cAμ + cˆ Kμ)∂μa ,
C(1)yμ −
Gyμ
Gyy
C(1)yy = − 12 (e2aFμν +Hμν)(cAν + cˆ Kν)+ (c − cˆ e2a)∂μa ,
C(1)μy −
Gμy
Gyy
C(1)yy = − 12 (e2aFμν −Hμν)(cAνcˆKν)+ (c + cˆ e2a)∂μa ,
C(1)μν −
Gμy
Gyy
C(1)yν −
Gyν
Gyy
C(1)μy +
Gμy
Gyy
Gyν
Gyy
C(1)yy
= 12c(∇μAν + ∇νAμ)+ 12 cˆ e2a(∇μAν − ∇νAμ)
+ 12 cˆ(∇μKν + ∇νKμ)+ 12ce−2a(∇μKν − ∇νKμ)+ 12hμνρ(cAρ + cˆ Kρ) . (5.30)
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relations for Cmn
Cyy
Gyy
= − Cˆyˆyˆ
Gˆyˆyˆ
, 1√
Gyy
[
Cyμ − GyμGyy Cyy
]= 1√
Gˆyˆyˆ
[
Cˆyˆμ − Gˆyˆμ
Gˆyˆyˆ
Cˆyˆyˆ
]
,
1√
Gyy
[
Cμy − GμyGyy Cyy
]= − 1√
Gˆyˆyˆ
[
Cˆμyˆ − Gˆμyˆ
Gˆyˆyˆ
Cˆyˆyˆ
]
,
Cˆμν − GμyGyy Cˆyν −
Gyν
Gyy
Cˆμy + GμyGyy
Gyν
Gyy
Cˆyy = Cˆμν − Gˆμyˆ
Gˆyˆyˆ
Cˆyˆν − Gˆyˆν
Gˆyˆyˆ
Cˆμyˆ + Gˆμyˆ
Gˆyˆyˆ
Gˆyˆν
Gˆyˆyˆ
Cˆyˆyˆ ,
(5.31)
where the left-hand side is evaluated on (5.13) and the right-hand side on (5.14). From these 
equalities it follows that the vanishing of the tensors (5.22), (5.23) on the background (5.13)
implies their vanishing also on the background (5.14), and in this sense are covariant under 
T-duality.
Let us briefly comment on the generalisation when Iμ = Iˆ μ 	= 0 in the backgrounds (5.13)
and (5.14) (i.e., when there are extra isometries in xμ directions). Running through the same 
analysis we find that the result still holds only if Iμ satisfies certain properties. In particular, the 
T-duality relation between the equations for (5.13) and (5.14) still holds if
IμAμ = IμKμ = 0 . (5.32)
This requirement is also sufficient for the T-duality of the modified equations of motion for the 
R–R fields discussed in the following section to continue when Iμ = Iˆ μ 	= 0.
One can check that these relations are valid at each stage in the sequence of T-dualities re-
quired to transform from the supergravity HT solutions of [12] to the ABF background (B.1) and 
its AdS3 × S3 and AdS2 × S2 counterparts (F.4), (F.13).
5.3. R–R sector
Let us now consider the case of non-zero isometric R–R fields Fn. The contribution of the 
R–R fields to the metric and B-field equations appears in the usual unmodified form and hence 
we can focus our attention on the modified equations of motion for the R–R fields (3.17). Written 
in terms of the forms fk ≡ e−a/2Fk these take the following form (dropping the distinction 
between y and yˆ)
Ek ≡ dfk −Z′ ∧ fk +H3 ∧ fk−2 − cˆ ιyfk+2 = 0 , (5.33)
Eˆk ≡ dfˆk − Zˆ′ ∧ fˆk + Hˆ3 ∧ fˆk−2 − c ιyfˆk+2 = 0 , (5.34)
where we have introduced (K = Kμdxμ, A = Aμdxμ)
Z′ = Z − 1
2
da = −c dy + dϕ + cˆ K , Zˆ′ ≡ Zˆ − 1
2
daˆ = −cˆ dy + dϕ + cA , (5.35)
which are related to each other under T-duality as
Zˆ′ = Z′ + c(dy +A)− cˆ(dy +K) ≡ Z′ + δZ . (5.36)
Recall that the invariance of the R–R forms under the isometry along y requires
c cˆ = 0 . (5.37)
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We want to show that if fk satisfies the equation Ek = 0, then fˆk satisfies Eˆk = 0. Taking into 
account the T-duality relations in Appendix A one finds
−Zˆ′ ∧ fˆk
= −(dy +K)∧Z′ ∧ fk−1 + (dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧ ιy(Z′ ∧ fk−1)− ιy(Z′ ∧ fk+1)
+ c(dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧ fk−1 − cfk+1 − δZ ∧ (−(dy +K)∧ fk−1 − ιyfk+1) ,
Hˆ3 ∧ fˆk−2
= (dy +K)∧H3 ∧ fk−3 − (dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧ ιy(H3 ∧ fk−3)+ ιy(H3 ∧ fk−1)
+ (dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧ ιyH3 ∧ fk−3 − ιyH3 ∧ fk−1
+ ((dy +A)∧H2 − (dy +K)∧ F2)∧ (−(dy +K)∧ fk−3 − ιyfk−1) ,
−c ιyfˆk+2
= −cˆ(dy +K)∧ ιyfk+1 + cˆ(dy +K)∧ ιyfk+1 + cfk+1 − c(dy +A)∧ ιyfk+1.
(5.38)
Here we used that δZ ∧ (dy +K) ∧ (dy +A) ∧ ιyfk−1 = 0 and ((dy +A) ∧H2 − (dy +K) ∧
F2) ∧ (dy +K) ∧ (dy +A) ∧ ιyfk−1 = 0. Further using that ιyH3 = −H2, one finds
Eˆk = (dy +K)∧ Ek−1 − (dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧ ιyEk−1 + ιyEk+1
−H2 ∧ fk−1 +H2 ∧ (dy +A)∧ ιyfk−1 − (dy +K)∧ F2 ∧ ιyfk−1
+ c(dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧ fk−1 − cfk+1 − δZ ∧ (−(dy +K)∧ fk−1 − ιyfk+1)
− (dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧H2 ∧ fk−3 +H2 ∧ fk−1
+ ((dy +A)∧H2 − (dy +K)∧ F2)∧ (−(dy +K)∧ fk−3 − ιyfk−1)
+ cˆ(dy +K)∧ ιyfk+1 + cfk+1 − c(dy +A)∧ ιyfk+1 . (5.39)
If we set Ek = 0 and c = cˆ = 0 we get
H2 ∧ (dy +A)∧ ιyfk−1 − (dy +K)∧ F2 ∧ ιyfk−1
− (dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧H2 ∧ fk−3
+ ((dy +A)∧H2 − (dy +K)∧ F2)∧ (−(dy +K)∧ fk−3 − ιyfk−1) = 0 , (5.40)
as expected. It remains to consider the c and cˆ dependent terms only
Eˆk = (dy +K)∧ Ek−1 − (dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧ ιyEk−1 + ιyEk+1
+ c(dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧ fk−1 − cfk+1
− (c(dy +A)− cˆ(dy +K))∧ (−(dy +K)∧ fk−1 − ιyfk+1)
+ cˆ(dy +K)∧ ιyfk+1 + cfk+1 − c(dy +A)∧ ιyfk+1
= (dy +K)∧ Ek−1 − (dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧ ιyEk−1 + ιyEk+1 . (5.41)
Thus, if Ek = 0 then Eˆk = 0, i.e. the backgrounds (5.13) and (5.14) supplemented by R–R 
fields have their corresponding modified equations mapped into each other by this generalised 
T-duality.
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There are several open problems and puzzling questions. First, it remains unclear if the scale 
invariant but arguably not Weyl invariant η-model can still be used to define a critical superstring 
theory. This might be possible in view of the existence of the λ-model [24] which is classically 
related to the η-model by the Poisson–Lie duality combined with an analytic continuation of 
the deformation parameter, and for which there is a candidate supergravity solution [25] (i.e. 
it should represent a Weyl invariant sigma model). In fact, a special limit [13] of this solution 
should be essentially equivalent to the HT solution [12].28 Thus if the classical Poisson–Lie 
duality relation [26] between the η-model and λ-model [27,12] extends to the full quantum level 
there may be a way to associate a string theory to the ABF background. This might also require 
increasing the number of 2d fields (such as in a doubled or phase space formulation). Indeed, 
already at the classical level, establishing the connection between the two models calls for the 
use of the phase space formalism. The quantum η-model defined in terms of an extended number 
of fields (including, e.g., analogs of 2d gauge fields of the gWZW part of λ-model) may then be 
Weyl invariant, and integrating out extra fields might produce the GS action corresponding to the 
ABF background plus extra non-local terms required for restoring its Weyl invariance.
As we have seen above, the fact that the HT background solves the type IIB equations implies 
that the T-dual ABF background should satisfy the I -modified type II equations. These explicitly 
depend on the isometry vector I , whose origin can be traced to the presence of the linear term in 
the dilaton of the HT solution. One can ask whether these I -modified equations are Lagrangian, 
i.e. if they can be derived from the action principle. Answering this question may require the 
introduction of R–R potentials and understanding whether one should treat the vector I as an 
external source or as an auxiliary field with no physical degrees of freedom. In view of our 
analysis of T-duality in section 5, it would be interesting to know if there exist more general 
I -modified equations that are compatible with T-duality and have c cˆ 	= 0 in (5.16). One would 
also like to understand how the usual action of the T-duality group O(d, d) is modified.
In the present work we discussed only the I -modified equations for bosonic fields. It is an 
interesting question how the equations for the fermionic fields of type II theory are modified. 
Furthermore, if the I -modification destroys the local supersymmetry of type II theory one may 
ask if there is still any (hidden) symmetry of the I -modified equations for bosonic and fermionic 
fields.
To better understand the nature of the ABF background it would be important to derive the 
quartic fermionic action for the η-model of [1] and to show that the I -modified equations indeed 
follow from the κ-symmetry [1] of this action. Starting with the standard GS action for the HT 
solution [12] (which, as was mentioned in the Introduction, is invariant under shifts of the 6 
isometric coordinates) and performing the T-dualities one will get θ4 and higher terms in the 
η-model GS action depending on the vectors I and Z. These will originate from the dilaton, 
θ4∂φ, etc., terms in the HT GS action. The resulting η-model action should still be invariant 
under the κ-symmetry defined in [1], however it is then probable that the structure of these 
transformations will deviate from those of the usual GS action.
28 The need for T-duality in order to relate the HT solution to the ABF background can be understood from the two 
facts: that the λ-model is a deformation of the non-abelian T-dual of the AdS5 × S5 sigma model and that in the limit of 
[13], which enhances the Cartan directions making them the isometries, the non-abelian T-duality along these isometric 
directions turns into the standard abelian one.
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putation of one-loop divergences of the η-model in the R–R sector (completing our discussion 
in Appendix G) and hence check the agreement between the 2nd-order equations for R–R fields 
derived from the modified type II equations with the scale invariance beta-functions for Fn.
It would also be important to attempt a direct analysis of the Weyl invariance conditions, 
which should lead to 1st-order conditions for R–R strengths equivalent to type II supergravity 
equations. More generally, one may study the one-loop renormalisation of a generic κ-symmetric 
sigma model with 8 bosonic and 8 fermionic degrees of freedom, and classify interaction terms 
for which the corresponding model is either conformal or scale invariant only. It is possible that 
the class of conformally invariant models may be bigger than just the usual type II GS superstring 
sigma models.
Finally, it would be interesting to perform a similar analysis for the deformations of AdSn×Sn
backgrounds constructed from other solutions of the modified classical YB equation [1,40], or 
solutions of the classical (non-modified) YB equation, see, e.g., [41,42]. In the latter case many 
of the resulting metrics and B-fields can be completed to full type II supergravity solutions, 
however it remains to verify that these completions are indeed realised by the supercoset action. 
Indeed, the analysis of [7] has shown that the large -limit of the η-model does not coincide with 
the AdS5 × S5 mirror sigma model [43] even though the bosonic part of the model does.
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Appendix A. Conventions and some standard relations
A.1. Conventions for forms
We have for any m-form Y and n-form Z on a manifold of dimension d
Z = 1
n!Zi1···indx
i1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxin , (Z)i1···id−n = 1n!εi1···id−nj1···jnZj1···jn ,
ιIZ = 1(n−1)!IpZpi2···indxi2 ∧ · · · ∧ dxin , (Y ∧Z)i1···imj1···jn = Y[i1···imZj1···jn] ,
Y ∧Z = 1
m!n!Yi1···imZj1···jndx
i1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxim ∧ dxj1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxjn , (A.1)
where the antisymmetrisation is understood as
Y[i1···imZim+1···im+n]dxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxim+n = (m+n)!m!n! Yi1···imZim+1···im+ndxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxim+n .
(A.2)
In d dimensions with Lorentzian signature we have
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2Zn = (−1)dn+n+1Zn , [(Ym ∧ Zn)]i1···in−m =
(−1)nd+n+1
m! Y
j1···jmZi1···in−mj1···jm .
(A.3)
In particular for m = 1 and even d one has
(I ∧ Zn) = ιIZn . (A.4)
A.2. Dimensional reduction formulae
Let us take the metric and B-field as in (5.13)
ds2 = e2a(dy +Aμdxμ)2 + gμνdxμdxν ,
B = Kν(dy + 12Aμdxμ)∧ dxν + 12bμνdxμ ∧ dxν , (A.5)
where y is an isometric direction. It is useful to define
Fμν ≡ ∂μAν − ∂νAμ , Hμν ≡ ∂μKν − ∂νKμ ,
hμνρ ≡ (db + 12A∧ dK + 12K ∧ dA)μνρ . (A.6)
We can now write the various d-dimensional quantities appearing in the modified type II equa-
tions in terms of (d − 1)-dimensional ones as follows
Gyy = e−2a +A2 , Gyμ = −Aμ , Gμν = gμν ,
Hyμν = −Hμν , Hμνρ = hμνρ − (A∧ dK)μνρ , (A.7)


y
yy = e2aAμ∂μa , 
μyy = −e2a∂μa ,


y
yμ = ∂μa + e2aAμAν∂νa + 12e2aAνFνμ ,

yμν = 12 (∇μAν + ∇νAμ)+Aν∂μa +Aμ∂νa + e2aAμAνAρ∂ρa
+ 12e2aAρ(AμFρν +AνFρμ) ,

μyν = −e2aAν∂μa − 12e2aFμν , 
mym = 0 , 
mμm = ∂μa + γ νμν ,

ρμν = γ ρμν − e2aAμAν∂ρa − 12e2a(AμFρν +AνFρμ) = γ ρμν + δ
ρμν , (A.8)
Ryy = −e2a∇μ∂μa − e2a∂μa∂μa + 14e4aFμνFμν ,
Ryμ = RyyAμ − 32e2a∂νaFνμ − 12e2a∇νFνμ ,
Rμν = Rμν − ∇μ∂νa − ∂μa∂νa +AμRyν +AνRyμ −AμAνRyy − 12e2aFμρFνρ ,
R = R − 14e2aFμνFμν − 2∂μa∂μa − 2Dμ∂μa , (A.9)
Hy
klHykl = HμνHμν , HyklHμkl = −Hνρhμνρ +AμHνρHνρ ,
Hμ
klHνkl = hμρσhνρσ − hμρσAνHρσ − hνρσAμHρσ +AμAνHρσHρσ
+ 2e−2aHμρHνρ ,
HμνρHμνρ = hμνρhμνρ + 3e−2aHμνHμν , (A.10)
DkHμyk = ∇νHμν −Hμν∂νa + 12e2aF νρhμνρ ,
DkHμνk = ∇ρhμνρ + (hμνρ +AμHνρ −AνHμρ)∂ρa − e2aF ρσA[μhν]ρσ
− 2A[μ∇ρHν]ρ . (A.11)
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DmXm = ∇μXμ −Xy∇μAμ −XyAμ∂μa +Xμ∂μa −Aμ∂μXy ,
XmXm = e−2aX2y +X2yAμAμ − 2XyAμXμ +XμXμ , (A.12)
DyXy = e2aXμ∂μa − e2aXyAμ∂μa ,
DyXμ = 12e2a(−Fμν + 2∂νaAμ)(Xν −XyAν)−Xy∂μa ,
DμXy = 12e2a(−Fμν + 2∂νaAμ)(Xν −XyAν)−Xy∂μa + ∂μXy ,
DμXν = ∇μXν −XyAμ∂νa −XyAν∂μa − 12Xy∇μAν − 12Xy∇νAμ
− 12e2a(AμFνρ +AνFμρ − 2∂ρaAμAν)(Xρ −XyAρ) . (A.13)
Here Q[μν] ≡ 12 (Qμν − Qνμ), ∇μ is the covariant derivative with respect to the (d − 1)-
dimensional metric gμν with connection γ λμν , and Rμν and R are the (d − 1)-dimensional Ricci 
tensor and scalar respectively.
A.3. T-duality rules
Let us consider two isometric backgrounds related by T-duality, with the fields of the dual 
background denoted with hats. The metric and B-field will be taken in the form of (5.13), and 
we will also consider the isometric dilaton φ and the R–R field strengths Fk ≡ eφFk of type II 
theory
ds2 = e2a(dy +Aμdxμ)2 + gμνdxμdxν , φ , Fk ,
B = Kν(dy + 12Aμdxμ)∧ dxν + 12bμνdxμ ∧ dxν , (A.14)
dsˆ2 = e2aˆ (dyˆ + Aˆμdxμ)2 + gˆμνdxμdxν , φˆ , Fˆk ,
Bˆ = Kˆν(dyˆ + 12 Aˆμdxμ)∧ dxν + 12 bˆμνdxμ ∧ dxν . (A.15)
The T-duality rules for the NS–NS fields are (see (A.6))
a = −aˆ , Aμ = Kˆμ , gμν = gˆμν , bμν = bˆμν , φ = φˆ − aˆ = φˆ + a ,
Kμ = Aˆμ , Fμν = Hˆμν , Hμν = Fˆμν , hμνρ = hˆμνρ . (A.16)
In terms of the forms A = Aμdxμ, K = Kμdxμ, H2 = dK , H3 = dB , and the corresponding 
hatted ones, one has29
H3 = Hˆ3 + (dy + Aˆ)∧ Hˆ2 − (dy + Kˆ)∧ Fˆ2 ,
Hˆ3 = H3 + (dy +A)∧H2 − (dy +K)∧ F2 . (A.17)
To write the T-duality rules for the R–R fields it is convenient to introduce
fk ≡ e−a/2Fk = eφ−a/2 Fk , fˆk ≡ e−aˆ/2Fˆk = eφˆ−aˆ/2 Fˆk . (A.18)
Then
fˆk = −(dy +K)∧ fk−1 + (dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧ ιyfk−1 − ιyfk+1 , (A.19)
29 Here for notational simplicity we use the same y for the isometric direction and its dual – whether it is y or yˆ is clear 
from context.
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the isometry, LIy f (k) = 0, one has
ιy fˆk = −fk−1 + (dy +A)∧ ιyfk−1 ,
dfˆk = (dy +K)∧ dfk−1 − (dy +K)∧ (dy +A)∧ ιydfk−1 + ιydfk+1
−H2 ∧ fk−1 +H2 ∧ (dy +A)∧ ιyfk−1 − (dy +K)∧ F2 ∧ ιyfk−1 . (A.20)
Appendix B. ABF background and T-dual HT solution
The ABF background [6,7] represents the couplings in the η-deformed AdS5 × S5 action [1]
expanded to quadratic order in fermions and formally identified with a GS action. This back-
ground for the type IIB fields (G, B, F1, F3, F5) (but not the dilaton which cannot be extracted 
from the DMV action, and, in fact, does not exist) is given by
ds2 = − 1 + ρ
2
1 − 2ρ2 dt
2 + dρ
2
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + ρ2) +
ρ2 cos2 ζ
1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ dψ
2
1
+ dζ
2
1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ + ρ
2 sin2 ζdψ22
+ 1 − r
2
1 + 2r2 dϕ
2 + dr
2
(1 + 2r2)(1 − r2) +
r2 cos2 ξ
1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ dφ
2
1
+ dξ
2
1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ + r
2 sin2 ξdφ22 ,
B = ρ
4 sin ζ cos ζ
1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ dψ1 ∧ dζ −
r4 sin ξ cos ξ
1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ dφ1 ∧ dξ ,
F1 = 2F
[
ρ4 sin2 ζ dψ2 − r4 sin2 ξ dφ2
]
,
F3 =  F
[ ρ3 sin2 ζ
1 − 2ρ2 dt ∧ dψ2 ∧ dρ +
r3 sin2 ξ
1 + 2r2 dϕ ∧ dφ2 ∧ dr
+ ρ
4 sin ζ cos ζ
1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ dψ2 ∧ dψ1 ∧ dζ +
r4 sin ξ cos ξ
1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ dφ2 ∧ dφ1 ∧ dξ
+ 
2ρr4 sin2 ξ
1 − 2ρ2 dt ∧ dρ ∧ dφ2 −
2ρ4r sin2 ζ
1 + 2r2 dψ2 ∧ dϕ ∧ dr
+ 
2ρ4r4 sin ζ cos ζ sin2 ξ
1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ dψ1 ∧ dζ ∧ dφ2
+ 
2ρ4r4 sin2 ζ sin ξ cos ξ
1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ dψ2 ∧ dφ1 ∧ dξ
]
,
F5 = F
[ ρ3 sin ζ cos ζ
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ )dt ∧ dψ2 ∧ dψ1 ∧ dζ ∧ dρ
− r
3 sin ξ cos ξ
2 2 2 4 2
dϕ ∧ dφ2 ∧ dφ1 ∧ dξ ∧ dr(1 +  r )(1 +  r sin ξ)
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2ρr
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + 2r2)
× (ρ2 sin2 ζ dt ∧ dψ2 ∧ dρ ∧ dϕ ∧ dr + r2 sin2 ξ dt ∧ dρ ∧ dϕ ∧ dφ2 ∧ dr)
+ 
2ρ4r4 sin ζ cos ζ sin ξ cos ξ
(1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ )(1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ)
× (dψ2 ∧ dψ1 ∧ dζ ∧ dφ1 ∧ dξ − dψ1 ∧ dζ ∧ dφ2 ∧ dφ1 ∧ dξ)
+ 
2ρr4 sin ξ cos ξ
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ)
× (ρ2 sin2 ζ dt ∧ dψ2 ∧ dρ ∧ dφ1 ∧ dξ − dt ∧ dρ ∧ dφ2 ∧ dφ1 ∧ dξ)
− 
2ρ4r sin ζ cos ζ
(1 + 2r2)(1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ )
× (r2 sin2 ξ dψ1 ∧ dζ ∧ dϕ ∧ dφ2 ∧ dr + dψ2 ∧ dψ1 ∧ dζ ∧ dϕ ∧ dr)
− 
4ρ5r4 sin ζ cos ζ sin2 ξ
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ )dt ∧ dψ1 ∧ dζ ∧ dρ ∧ dφ2
− 
4ρ4r5 sin2 ζ sin ξ cos ξ
(1 + 2r2)(1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ)dψ2 ∧ dϕ ∧ dφ1 ∧ dξ ∧ dr
]
,
F ≡ 4
√
1 + 2√
1 − 2ρ2
√
1 + 2ρ4 sin2 ζ√1 + 2r2
√
1 + 2r4 sin2 ξ
. (B.1)
Here  = 2η1−η2 is a continuous deformation parameter of the η-model:  = 0 corresponds to the 
standard AdS5 × S5 solution [28].
ds2 ≡ Gmn(x)dxmdxn defines the 10d metric G and the sign of B-field is chosen as in [6], 
i.e. it corresponds to the sign in (1.2). Fk ≡ eφFk are effective R–R k-form strengths of type IIB 
theory that appear in the GS action. The self-duality equation satisfied by the R–R 5-form is
Fmnpqr = 15!εmnpqrstuvwF stuvw , εmnpqrstuvw ≡
√
G εmnpqrstuvw , G = |det Gmn| ,
(B.2)
where we order the coordinates as xm = (t, ψ2, ψ1, ζ, ρ, ϕ, φ2, φ1, ξ, r) and take
tψ2ψ1ζρϕφ2φ1ξr = −1.
As found in [12], there exists an exact solution of the standard type IIB supergravity equations 
that is T-dual to the ABF background (provided we ignore the dilaton transformation). This HT 
background has the following explicit form30
dˆs
2 = −1 − 
2ρ2
1 + ρ2 dtˆ
2 + dρ
2
(1 + ρ2)(1 − 2ρ2) +
dψˆ21
ρ2 cos2 ζ
+ (ρ dζ + ρ tan ζ dψˆ1)2
+ dψˆ
2
2
ρ2 sin2 ζ
+ 1 + 
2r2
1 − r2 dϕˆ
2 + dr
2
(1 − r2)(1 + 2r2) +
dφˆ21
r2 cos2 ξ
30 Here we have redefined φˆ2 → −φˆ2 compared to [12] to account for the opposite definition we use for the Hodge 
dual. Also, recall that to perform the T-duality in t we first analytically continue to Euclidean time, then T-dualise and 
finally continue back.
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2
2
r2 sin2 ξ
,
Bˆ = 0 , Fˆ1 = Fˆ3 = 0 ,
Fˆ5 = 4i
√
1 + 2√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2
[
(dtˆ + ρdρ
1 − 2ρ2 )∧
dψˆ2
ρ sin ζ
∧ dψˆ1
ρ cos ζ
∧ (rdξ − r tan ξ dφˆ1)
∧ ( dr
1 + 2r2 + rdϕˆ)− (dϕˆ −
rdr
1 + 2r2 )∧
dφˆ2
r sin ξ
∧ dφˆ1
r cos ξ
∧ (ρdζ + ρ tan ζ dψˆ1)∧ ( dρ1 − 2r2 + ρdtˆ)
]
φˆ = φ0 − 4(tˆ − ϕˆ)− 2(ψˆ1 − φˆ1)+ log (1 − 
2ρ2)2(1 + 2r2)2
ρ2r2
√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2 sin 2ζ sin 2ξ . (B.3)
When written in terms of the following “boosted”/“rotated” vielbein basis
e0 = 1√
1+ρ2
(
dtˆ + ρdρ1−2ρ2
)
, e1 = dψˆ2
ρ sin ζ , e
2 = dψˆ1
ρ cos ζ ,
e3 = ρ dζ + ρ tan ζ dψˆ1 , e4 = 1√1+ρ2
(
dρ
1−2ρ2 + ρdtˆ
)
,
e5 = 1√
1−r2
(
dϕˆ − rdr1+2r2
)
, e6 = dφˆ2
r sin ξ , e
7 = dφˆ1
r cos ξ ,
e8 = r dξ − r tan ξ dφˆ1 , e9 = 1√1−r2
(
dr
1+2r2 + rdϕˆ
)
, (B.4)
the metric and Fˆ5 in (B.3) take the following remarkably simple form [12]
dˆs
2 = ηMNeMeN , Fˆ5 = 4i
√
1 + 2(e0 ∧ e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e8 ∧ e9 − e3 ∧ e4 ∧ e5 ∧ e6 ∧ e7) ,
(B.5)
where M, N = 0, . . . , 9 are flat tangent-space indices, and ηMN is the Minkowski metric.
Appendix C. Conservation of R–R stress tensor and dilaton beta function identity
Given a Weyl invariant sigma model the dilaton beta function β¯φ in (1.6) represents a natural 
definition of the central charge: it appears as the coefficient of the R(2)-term in the expectation 
value of the trace of the stress tensor on a curved 2d background [20,21], and for this reason must 
be a constant [9].31
In the case of the ABF background we found an analog of the dilaton beta-function
β¯X ≡ R − 112HnklHnkl + 4DnXn − 4X2 , (C.1)
and the equation β¯X = 0 was used in section 2 to determine the isometric part I of the diffeo-
morphism vector X. In this appendix we reverse the logic and show that the modified type II 
equations for the NS–NS and R–R fields with the same vector X implies the constancy of β¯X. In 
other words, on the equations of motion (2.1)–(2.4), (3.4)–(3.9) governed by the vector (2.9) we 
have the dilaton beta-function identity ∂mβ¯X = 0.
31 The one-loop equation ∂mβ¯φ = 0 is a special case of the Curci–Paffuti identity [22] that extends to higher loops.
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that should hold on the R–R equations of motion. First, consider
(Dn − 2Zn)(FmFn) = −(dF1)mnFn + 12Dm(FnFn)+Fm(Dn −Zn)Fn −FmZnFn .
(C.2)
Now using (3.4) and (3.5), we find
(Dn − 2Zn)(FmFn) = 12 (Dm − 2Zm)(FnFn)− Ip(FnFmnp)+ 16FmHabcFabc . (C.3)
Next, we have
(Dn − 2Zn)(FmpqFnpq) = − 13 (dF3)mnpqFnpq + 16Dm(FnpqFnpq)
+Fmpq(Dn −Zn)Fnpq −FmpqZnFnpq , (C.4)
such that using (3.7) and (3.6), we obtain
(Dn − 2Zn)(FmpqFnpq) = 16 (Dm − 2Zm)(FnpqFnpq)− 13FmHabcFabc +HmpqFnFnpq
+ 16HabcFmpqFpqabc − 2Ip(FnFmnp)− 13IpFabcFmabcp .
(C.5)
Finally, we need
(Dn − 2Zn)(FmpqrsFnpqrs) = − 15 (dF5)mnpqrsFnpqrs
+Fmpqrs(Dn −Zn)Fnpqrs −ZnFnpqrsFmpqrs
= 15 (H3 ∧F3)mnpqrsFnpqrs + 130εmabcdnpqrsI aFbcdFnpqrs
− 136FmpqrsεpqrsabcdeHabcFdef − 4IpFabcFmabcp ,
(C.6)
where we have used (3.8) and (3.9) and that F25 = 0. Taking into account the self-duality of F5, 
which also implies that Fmpqrsεpqrsabcde = −24gm[aFbcdef ], we find
(Dn − 2Zn)(FmpqrsFnpqrs)
= 4HmnpFabcFnpabc − 4FmnpHabcFnpabc − 8IpFabcFmabcp . (C.7)
Combining (C.3), (C.5), (C.7) we find the following conservation law for the stress tensor Tmn
(Dn − 2Zn)Tmn = 2KmnIn + 12HmknKkn , (C.8)
where Kmn is defined in (2.4). We would like to rewrite this formula in terms of X = Z + I . We 
have
(Dn − 2Xn)Tmn = 2(Kmn − Tmn)In + 12HmknKkn . (C.9)
Further, we use (2.1) and (2.2) (with Y = X) to write
(Kmn − Tmn)In = − 12DkHkmnIn +ZkHkmnIn + (DmIn −DnIm)In −RmnIn
+ 14HmklHnklI n − (DmZn +DnZm)In . (C.10)
Notice that due to the properties of Im in (2.6) one has [Dn, Dm]In = RmnIn = −DnDnIm, 
which implies the following identity
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n = 12Dn(DmIn −DnIm) . (C.11)
Then
(Kmn − Tmn)In = − 12Dk(HkmnIn)− 12HmknDkIn +ZkHkmnIn + 14HmklHklnIn
+ (DmIn −DnIm)In − 12Dn(DmIn −DnIm)− (DmZn +DnZm)In .
(C.12)
Now using (2.13), we obtain
(Kmn − Tmn)In = − 12Dn(DmZn −DnZm)− 12Dn(DmIn −DnIm)
− 12HmknDkIn − 12HmknDkZn
+Zn(DmZn −DnZm)+ In(DmIn −DnIm)− (DmZn +DnZm)In .
(C.13)
Taking into account that
−(DmZn +DnZm)In = (DmZn −DnZm)In − 2DmZnIn
= (DmZn −DnZm)In + 2ZnDmIn
= In(DmZn −DnZm)+Zn(DmIn −DnIm) , (C.14)
we find
(Kmn − Tmn)In = − 12 (Dn − 2Xn)(DmXn −DnXm)− 12HmknDkXn . (C.15)
Thus, the conservation law (C.8) acquires the following form depending only on the vector X
(Dn − 2Xn)Tmn = 12HmknKkn − (Dn − 2Xn)(DmXn −DnXm)−HmknDkXn . (C.16)
Here, using (2.2), the tensor Kkn can be eliminated such that the r.h.s. of (C.16) is written solely 
in terms of H3 and X.
Now we ready to show the constancy of β¯X. We have from (C.1)
∂mβ¯
X = 2DnRmn − 16HnklD[mHnkl] − 12HnklDnHmkl + 4DmDnXn − 8XnDmXn .
(C.17)
Since D[mHnkl] = 0 this can be rewritten as
∂mβ¯
X = 2Dn(Rmn − 14HmklHnkl)− 4XnRmn
+ 12DnHnklHmkl + 4DnDmXn − 8XnDmXn . (C.18)
Furthermore, using
4DnDmXn = 2Dn(DmXn +DmXn)− 2Dn(DnXm −DmXn) ,
−8XnDmXn = −4Xn(DmXn +DnXm)+ 4Xn(DnXm −DmXn) , (C.19)
we may combine the terms in (C.18) as
∂mβ¯
X = 2(Dn − 2Xn)(Rmn − 14HmklHnkl +DmXn +DnXm)
+ ( 1DnHnkl −XnHnkl)Hmkl − 2(Dn − 2Xn)(DnXm −DmXn) . (C.20)2
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∂mβ¯
X = 2(Dn − 2Xn)Tmn
−HmknKkn +HmknDkXn + 2(Dn − 2Xn)(DmXn −DnXm) = 0 , (C.21)
where the r.h.s. vanishes due to the conservation law (C.16). This proves that β¯X is a constant 
(actually zero) on the modified equations of motion. The same is then true also in the spacial case 
of the standard type IIB supergravity equations (i.e. in the limit (3.10)) with the R–R strengths 
non-zero.32
Appendix D. Derivation of second-order equations for R–R strengths from modified 
type II equations
Here we present the derivation of the 2nd-order equations for the R–R field strengths, which, 
as discussed in section 4, are candidates for the scale invariance conditions of the GS sigma 
model, starting with the modified type II equations (3.4)–(3.9) or (3.17), i.e. (n ∈ Z)
dF2n+1 −Z ∧F2n+1 +H3 ∧F2n−1 − (I ∧ F2n+3) = 0 ,
d F2n+1 −Z ∧ F2n+1 −H3 ∧ F2n+3 + (I ∧F2n−1) = 0 . (D.1)
Our aim is to derive (4.2). Acting on the first equation by d and on the second equation by d
we get
d  dF2n+1 − d  (Z ∧F2n+1)+ d  (H3 ∧F2n−1)+ d(I ∧ F2n+3) = 0 ,
d  d F2n+1 − d  (Z ∧ F2n+1)− d  (H3 ∧ F2n+3)− d(I ∧F2n−1) = 0 . (D.2)
Taking the sum of these equations and using (I ∧ Zn) = ιIZn, we find
d  dF2n+1 + d  d F2n+1 − LX F2n+1 −LXF2n+1
+ d  (H3 ∧F2n−1)− d  (H3 ∧ F2n+3)+  ιZ d(F2n+1)+ ιZ dF2n+1
+ d(I ∧ F2n+3)− d(I ∧F2n−1)+ 2I ·ZF2n+1 = 0 , (D.3)
where we have used (3.18): LZF2n+1 = LXF2n+1 −LIF2n+1 = LXF2n+1 − (I ·Z)F2n+1.
The terms on the first line are the same as in (4.2), so we consider the last line in (D.3)
 ιZ d F2n+1 + ιZ dF2n+1 + d(I ∧ F2n+3)− d(I ∧F2n−1)+ 2I ·ZF2n+1
=  ιZ(Z ∧ F2n+1 +H3 ∧ F2n+3 − ιI F2n−1)+ ιZ(Z ∧F2n+1 −H3 ∧F2n−1
+ ιIF2n+3)+ (dI ∧ F2n+3)− dI ∧F2n−1 − (I ∧ d F2n+3)+ I ∧ dF2n−1
+ 2I ·ZF2n+1
= (dI ∧ F2n+3)+ (ιZ(H3)∧ F2n+3)− dI ∧F2n−1 − ιZ(H3)∧F2n−1
− (H3 ∧ ιZ(F2n+3))+  ιZ(Z ∧ F2n+1 − ιI F2n−1)
32 While expected, this was not explicitly shown before in the literature. This provides a consistency check of the 
equivalence of the supergravity equations of motion with the sigma model Weyl invariance conditions.
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(I ∧ d F2n+3)+ I ∧ dF2n−1
+ 2I ·ZF2n+1 . (D.4)
Now we use (2.2) with Y = X or
dI + ιZH3 = βB , (D.5)
to get
(βB ∧ F2n+3)− βB ∧F2n−1
− (H3 ∧ ιZ(F2n+3))+  ιZ(Z ∧ F2n+1 − ιI F2n−1)
+H3 ∧ ιZF2n−1 + ιZ(Z ∧F2n+1 + ιIF2n+3)− (I ∧ d F2n+3)+ I ∧ dF2n−1
+ 2I ·ZF2n+1 . (D.6)
The two terms on the first line are the same as in (4.2). To derive the remaining terms of (4.2), 
we use the relations
−  (I ∧ d F2n+3) = −  (H3 ∧ dF2n+3)− (H3 ∧ (H3 ∧F2n+1))
+ (H3 ∧ (Z ∧F2n+3))− (I ∧Z ∧ F2n+3)
+ (I ∧ (I ∧ F2n+1)) ,
I ∧ dF2n−1 = H3 ∧ d F2n−1 −H3 ∧ (H3 ∧ F2n+1)
−H3 ∧ (Z ∧ F2n−1)+ I ∧Z ∧F2n−1 + I ∧ (I ∧ F2n+1) ,
(D.7)
which transform the last two lines of (D.6) into
−  (H3 ∧ dF2n+3)− (H3 ∧ (H3 ∧F2n+1))+H3 ∧ d F2n−1
−H3 ∧ (H3 ∧ F2n+1)+ (I ∧Z ∧ F2n+3)− (I ∧ (I ∧ F2n+1))+ I ∧Z ∧F2n−1
+ I ∧ (I ∧ F2n+1)+  ιZ(Z ∧ F2n+1 − ιI F2n−1)+ ιZ(Z ∧F2n+1 + ιIF2n+3)
+ 2I ·ZF2n+1 . (D.8)
Now using the identities
 (I ∧Z ∧ F2n+3) = ιZιIF2n+3 ,  ιZιI F2n−1 = I ∧Z ∧F2n−1 ,
 (I ∧ (I ∧ F2n+1)) = ιI (I ∧F2n+1) ,
 ιI (I ∧ F2n+1) = I ∧ (I ∧ F2n+1) = I ∧ ιI F2n+1 , (D.9)
one finds
−  (H3 ∧ dF2n+3)− (H3 ∧ (H3 ∧F2n+1))+H3 ∧ d F2n−1
−H3 ∧ (H3 ∧ F2n+1)+ ιX(X)F2n+1
= −  (H3 ∧ dF2n+3)− (H3 ∧ (H3 ∧F2n+1))+H3 ∧ d F2n−1
−H3 ∧ (H3 ∧ F2n+1)+ ( 14R − 18  (H3 ∧ H3))F2n+1 + (d  X)F2n+1 . (D.10)
This leads precisely to (4.2).
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Here we observe that the modified “Bianchi identity for the dilaton” (2.13) that holds for the 
ABF background may be derived more generally from the Bianchi equations for Fk , the invari-
ance of the R–R fields under the isometry LIFk = 0, the conditions F1 ∧F3 	= 0, F1 ∧F5 	= 0
or F3 ∧F5 	= 0 and the condition ιIF1 = 0. Starting from (see (3.4)–(3.9))
dF1 −Z ∧F1 − ιIF3 = 0 , (E.1)
dF3 −Z ∧F3 +H3 ∧F1 − ιIF5 = 0 , (E.2)
we take the differential of (E.1) and use (E.2) to give33
−dZ ∧F1 +Z ∧ dF1 − d(ιIF3) = −dZ ∧F1 +Z ∧ ιIF3 + ιI dF3
= −dZ ∧F1 +Z ∧ ιIF3 + ιI (Z ∧F3)− ιI (H ∧F1)
= −dZ ∧F1 + ιIZ ∧F3 − ιIH ∧F1 = −(dZ + ιIH)∧F1 = 0 . (E.3)
Thus
dZ + ιIH ∼F1 . (E.4)
A similar analysis of the Bianchi equations for F3 and F5 gives
(dZ + ιIH)∧F3 = 0 , (dZ + ιIH3)∧F5 = 0 . (E.5)
Thus if F1 ∧F3 	= 0, F1 ∧F5 	= 0 or F3 ∧F5 	= 0 then dZ + ιIH = 0.
Appendix F. Deformed AdS3 × S3 and AdS2 × S2 cases
In the deformed AdS3 ×S3 case the (complete) T-dual HT background [12] consists of just the 
metric, dilaton and a single R–R 3-form flux, and therefore has a simple embedding into Type IIB 
supergravity – one just needs to add 4 extra toroidal dimensions. Explicitly, this background 
which is T-dual to the η-deformed AdS3 × S3 background (cf. [35,36]) is given by
dˆs
2 = −1 − 
2ρ2
1 + ρ2 dtˆ
2 + dρ
2
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + ρ2) +
dψˆ21
ρ2
+ 1 + 
2r2
1 − r2 dϕˆ
2 + dr
2
(1 + 2r2)(1 − r2) +
dφˆ21
r2
+ dxadxa ,
Bˆ = 0 , Fˆ1 = Fˆ5 = 0 ,
Fˆ3 = 2i
√
1 + 2√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2
[
(dtˆ + ρdρ
1 − 2ρ2 )∧
dψˆ1
ρ
∧ ( dr
1 + 2r2 + rdϕˆ)
+ (dϕˆ − rdr
1 + 2r2 )∧
dφˆ1
r
∧ ( dρ
1 − 2ρ2 + ρdtˆ)
]
,
33 Note that here we use the condition ιIF1 = 0, which if dZ 	= 0 follows from (E.1) after acting on it with ιI
ιI dF1 +ZιIF1 = 0 ⇒ d ιIF1 −Z ιIF1 = 0 ,
where we have used ιI Z = 0 and LIF1 = 0. We see that if ιIF1 	= 0 then Z = d log ιIF1, which contradicts our 
assumption.
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2ρ2)(1 + 2r2)
ρr
√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2 . (F.1)
When written in terms of the “boosted”/“rotated” vielbein basis [12]
e0 = 1√
1+ρ2
(
dtˆ + ρdρ1−2ρ2
)
, e1 = dψˆ1
ρ
, e2 = 1√
1+ρ2
(
dρ
1−2ρ2 + ρdtˆ
)
,
e3 = 1√
1−r2
(
dϕˆ − rdr1+2r2
)
, e4 = dφˆ1
r
, e5 = 1√
1−r2
(
dr
1+2r2 + rdϕˆ
)
, (F.2)
the metric and Fˆ3 take the following simple form (cf. (B.5))
dˆs
2 = ηMN eMeN +dxadxa , Fˆ3 = 2i
√
1 + 2(e0 ∧e1 ∧e5 +e2 ∧e3 ∧e4) . (F.3)
As in the AdS5 × S5 case, the dilaton and the R–R flux F3 depend on the isometric directions of 
the metric, but this dependence is such that eφF =F is invariant under the isometries. Therefore, 
we can formally T-dualise the metric and Fˆ to find the following analog of the ABF background 
(cf. (B.1))
ds2 = − 1 + ρ
2
1 − 2ρ2 dt
2 + dρ
2
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + ρ2) + ρ
2dψ21 +
1 − r2
1 + 2r2 dϕ
2
+ dr
2
(1 + 2r2)(1 − r2) + r
2dφ21 + dxadxa ,
B = 0 ,
F1 =  F
[
ρ2dψ1 + r2dφ1
]
,
F3 = F
[ ρ
1 − 2ρ2 (dt ∧ dψ1 ∧ dρ + 
2r2 dt ∧ dφ1 ∧ dρ)
− r
1 + 2r2 (dϕ ∧ dφ1 ∧ dr − 
2ρ2 dϕ ∧ dψ1 ∧ dr)
]
,
F5 =  F
[ ρr
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + 2r2) (dt ∧ dρ ∧ dϕ ∧ dφ1 ∧ dr − dt ∧ dψ1 ∧ dρ ∧ dϕ ∧ dr)
− (ρ2dψ1 + r2dφ1)∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dx4
]
,
F ≡ 2
√
1 + 2√
1 − 2ρ2√1 + 2r2 . (F.4)
As in the AdS5 × S5 case, it turns out that there exist vectors X and Y such that the scale invari-
ance conditions for the metric and B-field (2.1), (2.2) are satisfied (cf. (2.5), (2.8))
X = Xmdxm = c0 1 + ρ
2
1 − 2ρ2 dt + c1ρ
2dψ1 − 
2ρ
1 − 2ρ2 dρ
+ c2 1 − r
2
1 + 2r2 dϕ + c3r
2dφ1 + 
2r
1 + 2r2 dr + kadx
a , (F.5)
Y = Ymdxm = 2 1 + ρ
2
1 − 2ρ2 dt −
2ρ
1 − 2ρ2 dρ + 2
1 − r2
1 + 2r2 dϕ +
2r
1 + 2r2 dr . (F.6)
The parameters ci and ka are eight arbitrary constants parametrising the Killing vector part of 
Xm, while Y is defined up to a total derivative. As in the AdS5 × S5 case, we may split the vector 
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If we fix the constants ci and ka as
c0 = c2 = 2 , c1 = c3 = ka = 0 , (F.7)
so that Ym = Xm then the equations (2.10), (2.11), (2.13), (3.4)–(3.9) are all satisfied, and hence 
the background (F.4) solves the same system of equations as the ABF background (B.1). Finally, 
we find φ in (2.14) is given by
φ = 12 log(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + 2r2) . (F.8)
For the deformed AdS2 × S2 case, the T-dual HT background [12] consists of just the metric, 
dilaton and a single R–R 2-form flux. It can be again embedded into Type IIB supergravity 
by adding 6-torus T 6 and combining the 2-form with the holomorphic 3-form on T 6 to give a 
self-dual 5-form:
dˆs
2 = −1 − 
2ρ2
1 + ρ2 dtˆ
2 + dρ
2
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + ρ2) +
1 + 2r2
1 − r2 dϕˆ
2 + dr
2
(1 + 2r2)(1 − r2)
+ dxadxa ,
Bˆ = 0 , Fˆ1 = Fˆ3 = 0 ,
Fˆ5 = i
√
1 + 2√
2
√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2
[
(dtˆ + ρdρ
1 − 2ρ2 )∧ (
dr
1 + 2r2 + rdϕˆ)∧ (ωr +ωi)
+ (dϕˆ − rdr
1 + 2r2 )∧ (
dρ
1 − 2ρ2 + ρdtˆ)∧ (ωr −ωi)
]
,
φˆ = φ0 − (tˆ + ϕˆ)+ log (1 − 
2ρ2)(1 + 2r2)√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2 , (F.9)
where ωr and ωi are the real and imaginary parts of the holomorphic 3-form on T 6, e.g.,
ωr = dx1 ∧ dx3 ∧ dx5 − dx1 ∧ dx4 ∧ dx6 − dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dx6 − dx2 ∧ dx4 ∧ dx5 ,
ωi = dx2 ∧ dx4 ∧ dx6 − dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dx5 − dx1 ∧ dx4 ∧ dx5 − dx1 ∧ dx3 ∧ dx6 .
(F.10)
As in the AdS5 × S5 and AdS3 × S3 cases, when written in terms of the “boosted”/“rotated” 
vielbein basis [12]
e0 = 1√
1+ρ2
(
dtˆ + ρdρ1−2ρ2
)
, e1 = 1√
1+ρ2
(
dρ
1−2ρ2 + ρdtˆ
)
,
e2 = 1√
1−r2
(
dϕˆ − rdr1+2r2
)
, e3 = 1√
1−r2
(
dr
1+2r2 + rdϕˆ
)
, (F.11)
the metric and Fˆ5 have take the following simple form
dˆs
2 = ηMNeMeN + dxadxa ,
Fˆ5 = i√2
√
1 + 2[e0 ∧ e3 ∧ (ωr +ωi)− e1 ∧ e2 ∧ (ωr −ωi)] . (F.12)
Applying T-duality to the metric and Fˆ gives the analog of ABF background for the AdS2 × S2
η-model
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2
1 − 2ρ2 dt
2 + dρ
2
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + ρ2) +
1 − r2
1 + 2r2 dϕ
2
+ dr
2
(1 + 2r2)(1 − r2) + dxadxa ,
B = 0 , F1 = 0 ,
F3 = 12 F
[
(−ρ + r)ωr + (ρ + r)ωi
]
,
F5 = 12 F
[1 − 2ρr
1 − 2ρ2 dt ∧ dρ ∧ωr −
1 + 2ρr
1 − 2ρ2 dt ∧ dρ ∧ωi +
1 + 2ρr
1 + 2r2 dϕ ∧ dr ∧ωr
+ 1 − 
2ρr
1 + 2r2 dϕ ∧ dr ∧ωi
]
,
F ≡
√
2
√
1 + 2√
1 − 2ρ2√1 + 2r2 . (F.13)
Here again the scale invariance conditions for the metric and B-field (2.1), (2.2) are satisfied 
provided
X = Xmdxm =c0 1 + ρ
2
1 − 2ρ2 dt + c1
1 − r2
1 + 2r2 dϕ + kadx
a , (F.14)
Y = Ymdxm = 1 + ρ
2
1 − 2ρ2 dt + 
1 − r2
1 + 2r2 dϕ . (F.15)
The parameters ci and ka are eight arbitrary constants parametrising the Killing vector part of 
Xm, while Y is defined up to a total derivative. Here Xm is given just by Im (i.e. the sum of 
commuting Killing vectors) and thus Zm = 0. If we fix the constants ci and ka as
c0 = c1 =  , ka = 0 , (F.16)
so that Ym = Xm then the equations (2.10), (2.11), (2.13), (3.4)–(3.9) are all satisfied, i.e. the 
background (F.13) solves the same system of equations as the ABF background (B.1) in the 
AdS5 × S5 case. Finally, here we find that φ in (2.14) is given by
φ = 0 . (F.17)
As in the AdS5 × S5 case, the coefficients in (F.7), (F.16) are equal to (minus) the correspond-
ing coefficients of the isometric coordinates in the linear terms of the dual dilatons φˆ of the 
T-dual HT backgrounds [12]. Furthermore, the “dilatons” φ in (F.8), (F.17) are again found by 
applying the standard T-duality rules to the remaining parts (depending only on non-isometric 
coordinates) of the dilatons φˆ of the T-dual solutions. Therefore, these examples also fit into the 
general picture described in section the main text.
Appendix G. Second-order equations for R–R fields from scale invariance conditions for 
type II GS sigma model
In this appendix we shall expand on the discussion in section 4 and explain how the 2nd-order 
equations for the R–R couplings F such as (4.9)–(4.11) can emerge as the one-loop conditions 
of scale invariance (UV finiteness) of the GS sigma model (1.2). While we will not compute the 
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come out of logarithmically divergent parts of the corresponding one-loop Feynman graphs.34
We shall consider the type IIB GS sigma model [5] with couplings representing a generic 
type IIB superspace background subject to constraints required for κ-symmetry: we will assume 
κ-symmetry to be able to gauge fix it but otherwise will keep the R–R fields unconstrained. The 
GS sigma model action expanded in powers of fermions may be written as (see, e.g., [14,8], cf. 
(1.2))35
LGS = Lb +L2f +L4f + . . . , (G.1)
Lb = 12γ αβ∂αxμ∂βxνGμν − 12αβ∂αxμ∂βxνBμν , (G.2)
L2f = i(γ αβδIJ − αβsIJ )θ¯ I eaα
aDJKβ θK , eaα = eaμ(x)∂αxμ , (G.3)
Dμ = (∂μ + 14ωμab
ab)− 18 s3Habμ
ab + 18eφ
[
/F(1)s0 + /F(3)s1 + 12/F(5)s0
]

μ
=Dμ + 18eφ
[
/F(1)s0 + /F(3)s1 + 12/F(5)s0
]

μ , Dα = ∂αxμDμ , (G.4)
L4f = KαβIJKLXY θ¯ IMXα θJ θ¯KNYβ θL . (G.5)
In (G.5) the indices X and Y stand for multi-indices of the same type as the one carried by the 
fermions. The 2 × 2 matrices appearing in L2f are s ≡ s3 = σ3, s1 = σ1, s0 = iσ2. The R–R 
couplings are
eφ/Fn = 1n!eφFa1...an
a1...an ≡ 1n!Fa1...an
a1...an , (G.6)
where Fn are not required a priori to be field strengths.
We shall first fix the κ-symmetry gauge θ1 = θ2 and also consider flat 2d space (or, equiv-
alently, fix the conformal gauge for 2d diffeomorphisms) and then expand (x, θ) near some 
background values (x¯, ). The aim will then be to compute the one-loop UV divergences that 
renormalise the R–R couplings in the quadratic fermionic term (G.3), i.e. (F¯ =F(x¯))
L¯2f = 14αβ¯e¯aα
aH¯abce¯cβ
ab+ L¯F2f (G.7)
L¯F2f = 14ηαβ¯e¯aα
aee¯bβ
b+ 14αβ¯e¯aα
aoe¯bβ
b , (G.8)
e = /¯F (3) , o = /¯F (1) + 12 /¯F (5) , (G.9)
δL2f = αβ¯OHαβ+ δLF2f (G.10)
δLF2f = ηαβ¯Eαβ+ αβ¯Oαβ . (G.11)
Here the classical term L¯F2f and the expected divergent term δL¯
F
2f are decomposed into parity-
even and parity-odd parts containing the linearly-independent combinations of antisymmetrised 
products of Dirac matrices. The combinations E and O should then represent the R–R beta-
functions that should be set to zero modulo use of equations of motion on (x¯, ) or modulo target 
space (super)reparametrisations. A further contribution to the two-fermion divergence is the first 
34 Previous studies of the UV finiteness conditions of the GS string [10,11] did not include R–R couplings, but special 
cases of AdS5 × S5 [38] and pp-wave backgrounds [39] were explicitly discussed. The vanishing of the beta-functions 
for the R–R couplings was not checked as the fermionic coordinate was assumed to have trivial background.
35 In this appendix we use α, β, γ, . . . for 2d indices, with γ αβ ≡ √hhαβ . μ, ν, . . . are 10d coordinate indices, and 
a, b, c, . . . are tangent space indices with Gμν = eaμebμηab . The indices I, J, K = 1, 2 label two MW spinors of type IIB 
action.
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Introducing the fluctuations (ξμ, θ) around (x¯μ, ) as
xμ → x¯μ + πμ(ξ) , θ → + θ , (G.12)
the standard relations of the bosonic normal coordinate expansion are
∂α(x¯
μ + πμ) = ∂αx¯μ + ∇αξμ + 13Rμλσν∂αx¯νξλξσ +O(ξ3) ,
∂α(x¯
μ + πμ)eaμ = ζ aα + ∇αξa + 12Rabcdζ bα ξcξd +O(ξ3) , ζ aα ≡ ∂αx¯μe¯aμ , (G.13)
gμν = g¯μν + 13Rμλσνξλξσ +O(ξ3) ,
eaμ = e¯aμ +
1
6
Raλσμξ
λξσ +O(ξ3) ,
ωμ
a
b = ω¯μab + 12ξνRabνμ + 13ξνξρ∇ρRabνμ +O(ξ3) . (G.14)
The normal coordinate expansion of the R–R tensor fields (F¯ ≡F(x¯))
Fμ1...μn = F¯μ1...μn + ξν∇νF¯μ1...μn
+ 1
2
ξμξν
(∇μ∇νF¯μ1...μn + 13
n∑
j=1
F¯μ1...σj ...μnRσj μνμj
)+O(ξ3)
takes a simpler form using tangent space indices:
Fa1...an = F¯a1...an + ξν∇νF¯a1...an + 12ξμξν∇μ∇νF¯a1...an +O(ξ3) . (G.15)
Note that the beta-functions for the couplings Fa1...an and Fμ1...μn are related by extra terms 
involving beta-functions of vielbein eaμ or the metric Gμν ; this is related to the presence of βG
terms in (4.5) or (4.9)–(4.11).
The expanded Lagrangian (G.1) has the following structure:
L = Lb +Lξξf +Lξθf +Lθθf + . . . , (G.16)
Lb = 12ηαβ∇αξa∇βξbηab + ∇αξaξbUαab + 12ξaξbXab , (G.17)
L
ξξ
f = 12∇αξa∇βξbCαβab + ∇αξaξbCαab + 12ξaξbCab , (G.18)
L
ξθ
f = ∇αξa¯αβa Dβθ + ∇αξa¯αa θ + ξa¯aθ , (G.19)
Lθθf = iθ¯ραDαθ + θ¯Y0F θ + θ¯Y2f θ , (G.20)
where Y0F and Y2f contain zero and two background fermions , respectively. We have also 
defined ρα ≡ ζ aα 
a . It will be sufficient to further assume that the induced metric is trivial, i.e. 
Gμν(x¯)∂αx¯
μ∂β x¯
ν = ηαβ and ρ(αρβ) = ηαβ .
The explicit form of the quadratic terms in (G.16) is (Lf = L2f +L4f + . . . , see (G.3),(G.5))
Lb = 12ηαβ
[
∇αξa∇βξbηab +Racdbζ aα ζ bβ ξcξd
]
+ 1
2
αβ
[
ζ aα∇βξbξcHabc +
1
2
ζ aα ζ
b
β ξ
dξc ∇dHabc
]
−iLξξ = 1 ξcξd(Racdeζ eαζ b +Rbcdeζ aα ζ e)(ηαβ¯I
ae
b− αβ¯I
ao
b)2f 12 β β
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¯I
ae
b− αβ¯I
ao
b)
+ 14 (∇αξaζ bβ + ζ aα∇βξb)ξd(ηαβ¯I
a∇de
b− αβ¯I
a∇do
b)
+ 124 ξcξd(ζ fα ζ bβRf cda + ζ fα ζ aβRf cdb)(ηαβ¯I
ae
b− αβ¯I
ao
b)
+ 18ζ aα ζ bβ ξcξd(ηαβ¯I
a∇c∇de
b− αβ¯I
a∇c∇do
b) ,
−iLξθ2f = 4ηαβ∇αξa¯
aDβθ + 12ηαβζ aα ζ cβξbRdebc¯
a
deθ
+ 14αβ(ζ aα∇βξc + ∇αξaζ cβ)(¯
aHcde
deθ + θ¯
aHcde
de)
+ ηαβ(ζ aα∇βξc + ∇αξaζ cβ)(¯
ae
cθ + θ¯
ae
c)
− αβ(ζ aα∇βξc + ∇αξaζ cβ)(¯
ao
cθ + θ¯
ao
c)
+ ηαβζ aα ζ cβξd(¯
a∇de
cθ + θ¯
a∇de
c)
− αβζ aα ζ cβξd(¯
a∇do
cθ + θ¯
a∇do
c) ,
−iLθθ2f = 2ηαβζ aα ζ bβ θ¯
aD¯bθ + 14αβζ aα ζ bβ θ¯
aHbcd
cdθ
+ 14ηαβζ aα ζ bβ θ¯
ae
bθ − 14αβζ aα ζ bβ θ¯
ao
bθ
Lθθ4f = KαβXY (¯MXα θ¯NYβ θ + ¯MXα θ¯NYβ θ + ¯MXα θθ¯NYβ 
+ θ¯MXα ¯NYβ θ + θ¯MXα θ¯NYβ + θ¯MXα θ¯NYβ ) ,
KαβXY =
∑
IJKL
K
αβ
IJKLXY (G.21)
Thus the matrix coefficients appearing in (G.16)–(G.20) are
Uαab = 12αβζ cβHabc ,
Xab = ηαβζ cαζ dβ Rcabd + 14αβζ cαζ dβ (∇aHbcd + ∇bHacd) ,
C
αβ
ab = 14 i(ηαβ¯I
ae
b− αβ¯I
ao
b) , etc. (G.22)
It is straightforward to find the UV-divergent term (G.11) for the general Lagrangian (G.16). 
It receives contributions from Feynman graphs with one C or one Y2f vertex (each containing 
two background fermions) and from Feynman graphs with two vertices of the type  (each 
containing a single background fermion). The result has the form
δLF2f = δL1 + δL2 + δL3 + δL4 + δL5 , (G.23)
where δL1 contains one vertex from Lξξf and any number of vertices from LB , δL5 contains Y2f , 
δL2 contains two vertices from Lξθf , δL3 contains two vertices from L
ξθ
f and one from LB , δL4
contains two vertices from Lξθf and more than one from LB . Explicitly,
δL1 =
(− 12Cabηab + 14ηβγ Tr[CβγX] − 14ηβγ Tr[(Uβ −UβT )(Cγ −Cγ T )])I0
+ 18 Tr[(Uα +UαT )(ηαβ∂γ − ηγβ∂α − ηγα∂β)Cβγ ] I0 , (G.24)
δL2 = 14ηαβ¯αa Y0Fβb ηabI0 + 18ζ γ c¯αa 
c(ηαβ∂γ − ηγβ∂α − ηγα∂β)βb ηabI0
+ 12 ¯αβa Iαβγ δ(∂)γδb
− 1ηαβ¯αβa Y0FbηabI0 + 1ζ γc ¯αβa 
c(ηαβ∂γ − ηαγ ∂β − ηβγ ∂α)bηabI02 4
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cbηabI0 , (G.25)
δL3 = 18ζ γ c¯αa 
cβb (Uγ −Uγ T )ab(ηαβηγ δ + ηαγ ηβδ + ηαδηβγ )I0
+ 116ζ γ c¯αa 
cβb (Uδ −UδT )ab(ηαβηγ δ + ηαγ ηβδ + ηαδηβγ )I0
+ 12 ¯(x1)αβa Iαβγ δ(∂1, ∂2)(x2)γ δb xab
+ 12 ¯(x1)αβa (Iαβγ δρ(∂1, ∂2)Uρ − Iαδγβρ(∂2, ∂1)UρT )ab(x2)γ δb
+ 18ζ cγ ¯αβa 
cb(Uδ −UδT )ab(ηαβηγ δ + ηαγ ηβδ + ηαδηβγ )I0
+ 14ζ γ c¯αβa 
cδbxab(ηαβηγ δ + ηαγ ηβδ + ηαδηβγ )I0
+ ¯(x1)αβa (Iαβγρ(∂1, ∂2)Uρ − Iγβαρ(∂2, ∂1)UρT )ab(x2)γb , (G.26)
δL4 = 12ζ γ c¯αβa 
cδb(Uρ −UρT )ad(Uξ −UξT )dbIαβγ δρξ
+ 12ζ γ c¯αβa 
cδρb [(Uξ −UξT )adXdb +Xad(Uρ −UρT )db]Iαβγ δρξ
+ 12 ¯αβa (x1)Iαβγ δ(∂1, ∂2,U)abδρb (x2)
+ 12ζ γ c¯αβa 
cδσb (Uρ −UρT )ad(Uξ −UξT )de(Uζ −Uζ T )ebIαβγ δρξσζ , (G.27)
δL5 = 12 Tr[Y0F Y2f ]I0 . (G.28)
The standard dimensional regularisation integrals used to derived these expressions are (d =
2 − )
I0 =
∫
dd l
l2
, I
(0)
2 =
∫
ddl
lαlβ
l2(l+p)2 = 12ηαβI0 + finite ,
I
(1)
2 =
∫
ddl
lαlβ lγ
l2(l+p)2 = − 14 (ηαβpγ + ηαγ pβ + ηβγ pα)I0 + finite ,
I
(0)
3 =
∫
ddl
lαlβ lγ lδ
l2(l+p)2(l+q)2 = 18Hαβγ δI0 + finite ,
Iα1α2α3α4α5α6 =
∫
ddl
lα1 lα2 lα3 lα4 lα5 lα6
(l2)4
= 148Hα1α2α3α4α5α6I0 + finite ,
Iα1α2α3α4α5α6α7α8 =
∫
ddl
lα1 lα2 lα3 lα4 lα5 lα6 lα7 lα8
(l2)5
= 1384Hα1α2α3α4α5α6α7α8I0 + finite . (G.29)
The tensors H are given iteratively by:
Hα1α2α3α4 = ηα1α2ηα3α4 + ηα1α3ηα2α4 + ηα1α4ηα2α3
Hα1α2α3α4α5α6 = ηα1α2Hα3α4α5α6 + ηα1α3Hα2α4α5α6 + ηα1α4Hα2α3α5α6
+ ηα1α5Hα2α3α4α6 + ηα1α6Hα2α3α4α5
Hα1α2α3α4α5α6α7α8 = ηα1α2Hα3α4α5α6α7α8 + ηα1α3Hα2α4α5α6α7α8 + ηα1α4Hα2α3α5α6α7α8
+ ηα1α5Hα2α3α4α6α7α8 + ηα1α6Hα2α3α4α5α7α8 + ηα1α7Hα2α3α4α5α6α8
+ ηα1α8Hα2α3α4α5α6α7 . (G.30)
Some integrals which lead to derivatives acting on the background-dependent fermion mass term 
Y0F were left unevaluated:
Iαβγ (∂) =
∫
ddl lβ(l + i∂)α(l + i∂)γ 1/l+Y0F 1(l+i∂)2 ,
Iαβγ δ(∂) =
∫
ddl lαlγ (l + i∂)β(l + i∂)δ 1/l+Y0F 1(l+i∂)2 ,
Iαβγρ(∂1, ∂1, ∂2) =
∫
ddl lβ(l + i∂1)α(l + i∂1)ρ(l + i∂2)γ 1 1 2 1 2/l+Y0F (l+i∂1) (l+i∂2)
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∫
ddl lβ lγ (l + i∂1)α(l + i∂2)δ 1/l+Y0F 1(l+i∂1)2
1
(l+i∂2)2
Iαβγ δρ(∂1, ∂2) =
∫
ddl lβ lγ (l + i∂1)β(l + i∂1)ρ(l + i∂2)δ 1/l+Y0F 1(l+i∂1)2
1
(l+i∂2)2
Iαβγ δ(∂1, ∂2,U)ab
=
∫
ddl
lβ lγ
/l + Y0F (l + i∂1)α(l + i∂2)δ(−(l + i∂1)ρU(x3)
ρ
+ (l + i∂1+3)ρU(x3)ρ)ad((l + i∂2+3)ρU(x3)ρ − (l + i∂2)ρU(x3)ρ)db . (G.31)
The same applies to integrals that lead to derivatives acting on two of the three vertices.
Using the coefficients (G.22) extracted from the expanded Lagrangian (G.21), one finds that 
the divergent term δL1 in (G.24) is given by
δL1 =
[
i
8ζ
a
α ζ
b
β (η
αβ¯
a∇2e
b− αβ¯
a∇2o
b)
− i8ζ dα ζ fβ
(
Rd
aδbf + δadRf b −Rdabf −Rdbaf
)
(ηαβ¯
ae
b− αβ¯
ao
b)
− i16ζ dα ζ fβ (∇aHdf b + ∇bHdf a)(ηαβ¯
ao
b− αβ¯
ae
b)
− i2ζ aα ζ bβHadf (ηαβ¯
d∇f e
b− αβ¯
d∇f o
b)
]
I0 , (G.32)
where o, e were defined in (G.9) and I0 ∼ 1 is the UV pole factor.
Comparing (G.32) to the corresponding terms in the classical action (G.8) one can read off 
the contributions to the beta-functions for the R–R couplings. Projecting onto the independent 
set of Dirac matrices 
a1...an we indeed observe the presence of the Hodge–de Rham operator 
terms as in (4.9)–(4.11). There are also similar terms depending on the H3 field strength and its 
derivatives. The UV singular terms in δL2, δL3, δL4 in (G.25)–(G.27) containing a single factor 
of αβa will have a similar structure. The first term in δL4 contains two factors of H and one of 
R–R field and should account for all such terms in eqs. (4.9)–(4.11).
There are apparently also other UV singular terms that do not appear in (4.9)–(4.11): terms 
containing two αβa factors are independent of the R–R fields and contain only the H3 strength 
and factors of the curvature tensor. We expect such terms to combine into the beta-function of the 
NS–NS fields entering the couplings (G.10) and thus yield the same scale invariance conditions 
as in eqs. (2.1), (2.2). Moreover, all terms in δL2, δL3 and δL4 which do not contain αβa are 
bilinear in R–R fields and all terms in δL3 contain at least one additional factor of either H3 flux 
or the curvature tensor. We expect such terms to cancel or to vanish upon use of the NS–NS scale 
invariance conditions (2.1), (2.2).
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